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27 Outline of Online Appendix C

Appendix C proves the results of the paper for the misspeci�cation index con�dence intervals

(CI�s).

References to sections with section numbers 7 or less refer to sections of the main paper. Simi-

larly, all equations, theorems, and lemmas with section numbers 7 or less refer to results in the main

paper. Let BCS15 abbreviate Bugni, Canay, and Shi (2015) and BCS17 abbreviate Bugni, Canay,

and Shi (2017). For ease of reference, the assumptions used in the paper and online Appendix C

are listed in the last section of online Appendix C, Section 35.

Section 28 provides an equivalent condition to Assumption CS, which is employed in Theorem

7.2. It also provides a set of su¢ cient conditions for Assumption CS.

Section 29 provides the asymptotic distribution of b�infn under certain drifting sequences of

distributions fFngn�1 under some high-level conditions, which are veri�ed below. The asymptotic
distribution results are used below to prove Theorem 7.1, which establishes the correct asymptotic

size of the MI CI�s CIn;�U (�); CIn;�L(�); and CIn;�(�):

Section 30 proves Lemma 29.1 and Theorem 29.2, which gives the asymptotic distribution ofb�infn :

Section 31 proves Theorem 7.1, which establishes the correct asymptotic size of the upper- and

lower-bound CI�s for �infF :

Section 32 proves Theorem 7.2, which gives conditions for the upper-bound CI to contain only

negative values wp!1 and conditions for the lower-bound CI to contain only positive values wp!1.
Section 33 proves Corollary 7.3, which establishes the correct asymptotic size of the tests con-

cerning �infF and conditions for the consistency of the tests.

Section 34 shows that the upper-bound CI CIn;�U (�) includes positive values of �infF wp!1
when the model is misspeci�ed and n1=2�infFn !1:

All limits are as the sample size n ! 1: Let o�p (1) and O�p (1) denote random functions that

are op(1) and Op(1) uniformly over � 2 �; respectively. Let R[�1] := R [ f�1g and R[+1] :=
R [ f+1g: Let jj � jj denote the Euclidean norm for vectors and the Frobenious norm for matrices.

28 Equivalent and Su¢ cient Conditions for Assumption CS

First, we give an equivalent condition to Assumption CS (under Assumption A.0).

Lemma 28.1 Suppose Assumption A.0 holds. Then, the sequence fFngn�1 satis�es Assumption
CS if and only if there exists a sequence f�CSn 2 �CSI (Fn)gn�1 for which n1=2EFn emj(W; �

CS
n )!1
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8j � k:

Next, we give some su¢ cient conditions for Assumption CS. For any �1;�2 � �; the Hausdor¤
distance between �1 and �2 is

dH(�1;�2) = max

�
sup
�12�1

inf
�22�2

k�1 � �2k; sup
�22�2

inf
�12�1

k�1 � �2k
�
: (28.1)

If �1 � �2; dH(�1;�2) = sup�22�2 inf�12�1k�1 � �2k, because sup�12�1 inf�22�2k�1 � �2k = 0 in

this case. The following assumption states that the CS-identi�ed set �CSI (Fn) does not shrink to

the �min(Fn) set too quickly.

Assumption CS.1. The sequence fFngn�1 is such that limn!1n1=2dH(�min(Fn);�CSI (Fn)) =1:

For example, when �min(Fn) is a singleton and �CSI (Fn) is such that its diagonal does not shrink

at rate n�1=2 or faster, Assumption CS.1 holds.52

Lemma 28.2 Suppose the sequence fFngn�1 satis�es Assumptions A.0, A.8(i), and CS.1, and the
model is correctly speci�ed for each Fn in the sequence. Then, fFngn�1 satis�es Assumption CS.

Comment. Lemma 28.2 still holds if dH(�min(Fn);�CSI (Fn)) is replaced by (dH(�min(Fn);

�CSI (Fn)))
q in Assumption CS.1 and inf�2�min(F )k� � �k is replaced by inf�2�min(F )k� � �kq in

Assumption A.8(i), for any q > 0:

Proof of Lemma 28.1. Suppose there exists a sequence f�CSn 2 �CSI (Fn)gn�1 for which
n1=2EFn emj(W; �

CS
n )!1 8j � k: Then,

n1=2�infFn � n1=2�Fn(�
CS
n ) =: max

j�k
�n1=2EFn emj(W; �

CS
n ) = �min

j�k
n1=2EFn emj(W; �

CS
n )! �1;

(28.2)

where the inequality holds by the de�nition of �infFn and the divergence holds by the assumption.

To show the converse, suppose Assumption CS holds. By Assumption A.0, �min(Fn) is non-

empty for all n � 1: For any sequence f�CSn 2 �min(Fn)gn�1;

min
j�k

n1=2EFn emj(W; �
CS
n ) =: �n1=2�Fn(�CSn ) = �n1=2�infFn !1; (28.3)

where the �rst equality holds by the de�nition of �Fn(�); the second inequality holds because
�CSn 2 �min(Fn); and the divergence holds by Assumption CS. This completes the proof. �
52The diagonal of a set A � Rk is de�ned as supx;y2Akx� yk:
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Proof of Lemma 28.2. De�ne d(�;�min(Fn)) := inf�2�min(Fn)k���k: Since �min(Fn) � �I(Fn) =
�CSI (Fn) (where the second equality holds by assumption), we have

dH(�min(Fn);�
CS
I (Fn)) = sup

�2�CSI (Fn)

inf
�2�min(Fn)

k� � �k =: sup
�2�CSI (Fn)

d(�;�min(Fn)); (28.4)

where the �rst equality follows from the sentence following (28.1) and the second equality holds

by de�nition. Note that d(�;�min(Fn)) is continuous in � and �CSI (Fn) is compact by Assumption

A.0. Hence, there exists a sequence fe�CSn 2 �CSI (Fn)gn�1 such that e�CSn achieves the supremum on

the right-hand side (rhs) of (28.4). It follows that

d(e�CSn ;�min(Fn)) = sup
�2�CSI (Fn)

d(�;�min(Fn)) = dH(�min(Fn);�
CS
I (Fn)): (28.5)

We have

�infFn � �Fn(
e�CSn )� cmin

(
�; inf

�2�min(Fn)
ke�CSn � �k

)

� �cmin
(
�; inf

�2�min(Fn)
ke�CSn � �k

)
= �cminf�; dH(�min(Fn);�CSI (Fn))g; (28.6)

where the �rst inequality holds by Assumption A.8(i), the second inequality holds because the

model is assumed to be correctly speci�ed and e�CSn 2 �CSI (Fn); and the equality holds by (28.1).

Multiplying both sides of (28.6) by n1=2 and taking the lim supn!1 gives

lim sup
n!1

n1=2�infFn � �cminflim infn!1
n1=2�; lim inf

n!1
n1=2dH(�min(Fn);�

CS
I (Fn))g ! �1; (28.7)

where the divergence holds by Assumption CS.1. Thus, n1=2�infFn ! �1 and Assumption CS holds.

�

29 Asymptotic Distribution of the Estimator b�inf
n

In this section, we obtain the asymptotic distribution of b�infn under certain drifting sequences

of distributions fFngn�1: The asymptotic distribution is obtained under some high-level conditions
which are veri�ed below. The results are used below to prove Theorem 7.1, which establishes the

correct asymptotic size of the MI CI�s CIn;�U (�); CIn;�L(�); and CIn;�(�):
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29.1 High-Level Convergence Assumptions

As in BCS15, for any x1; x2 2 Ra�[�1] for some positive integer a�; let d(x1; x2) = (
Pa�
j=1(�(x1;j)�

�(x2;j))
2)1=2; where � : R[�1] ! [0; 1]; �(y) is the standard normal distribution function at y for

y 2 R; �(�1) := 0; and �(1) := 1: The space (Ra�
[�1]

; d) is a compact metric space. Convergence

in (Ra�
[�1]

; d) to a point in Ra� implies convergence under the Euclidean norm. Let S(� � Rk[�1])

denote the space of non-empty compact subsets of the metric space (� � Rk[�1]; d); where d is

de�ned with a� = d� + k: Let ) denote weak convergence of a sequence of stochastic processes in

the sense of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996). Let !H denote convergence in Hausdor¤ distance

(under d) for elements of S(� � Rk[�1]): We use the convention that � + c = c when � 2 R and

c = �1: For any e;m 2 Rk that arise below, let ej ;mj denote the jth elements of e;m; respectively.

The recentered and rescaled estimator b�infn is

An;� := n1=2
�b�infn ��infFn

�
: (29.1)

To obtain the asymptotic distribution of An;�; we use the following sets:

�n;�;F :=
n
(�; e) 2 ��Rk : ej = n1=2

�
�Fj(�)��infF

�o
: (29.2)

De�ne

�F (�) := max
j�k

�Fj(�): (29.3)

Note that �infF = inf�2��F (�); see (4.1).

The set of minimizers of �F (�) over � is

�min(F ) := f� 2 � : �F (�) = �infF g: (29.4)

Under Assumption A.0, �min(F ) is non-empty. Note that �min(F ) is a subset of �I(F ) and equals

�I(F ) when �infF > 0: For � > 0; de�ne ��min(F ) := f� 2 � : �F (�) � �infF + �=n1=2g: The
set ��min(F ) is an �=n

1=2-expansion of the minimizer set �min(F ): It depends on n; but this is

suppressed for notational simplicity. For � > 0; de�ne ��n;�;Fn as �n;�;Fn is de�ned in (29.2), but

with ��min(Fn) in place of �:

The asymptotic distribution of An;� utilizes the following Assumptions C.4, C.5, C.12, and

C.13. These are high-level �convergence�assumptions that apply to a drifting sequence of distribu-

tions fFngn�1: They are veri�ed below using subsequence arguments when establishing the correct
asymptotic size of the CI�s for �infF : Hence, they do not appear in the asymptotic size results stated
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below.

Assumption C.4. sup�2� jjEFn em(W; �) � em(�)jj ! 0 for some nonrandom bounded continuous

Rk-valued function em(�) on �:
Assumption C.5. �n(�) := (�mn (�)0; ��n(�)0)0 ) G(�) := (Gm(�)0; G�(�)0)0 as n ! 1; where fG(�) :
� 2 �g is a mean zero R2k-valued Gaussian process with bounded continuous sample paths a.s.
and Gm(�); G�(�) 2 Rk:

Assumption C.12. �n;�;Fn !H �� for some non-empty set �� 2 S(��Rk[�1]):

Assumption C.13. ��nn;�;Fn !H ��min for some non-empty set ��min 2 S(� � Rk[�1]); where

f�ngn�1 is a sequence of positive constants for which �n !1:

The elements (�; e) of �� and ��min in Assumptions C.12 and C.13 have the following proper-

ties.

Lemma 29.1 Under fFngn�1; (a)maxj�k enj(�) � 0 8� 2 �; 8n � 1; where enj(�) := n1=2(�Fnj(�)

� �infFn); (b) 8(�; e) 2 ��; maxj�k ej � 0 provided Assumption C.12 holds, (c) 9e�n 2 � with

maxj�k enj(e�n) = 0 8n � 1 provided Assumption A.0 holds, (d) 9(e�; ee) 2 �� with maxj�k eej = 0
provided Assumptions A.0 and C.12 hold, and (e) 9(e�; ee) 2 ��min with maxj�k eej = 0 provided

Assumptions A.0 and C.13 hold.

Comments. (i). Lemma 29.1 is used to show that the asymptotic distribution of An;� is in R

a.s.

(ii). Lemma 29.1(a) and (b) are important because they allow one to obtain a (�nite) lower

bound on the asymptotic distribution of An;�:

(iii). Lemma 29.1(c)�(e) are important because they allow one to obtain a (�nite) upper bound

on the asymptotic distribution of An;�:

The following quantities arise with the asymptotic distribution of An;�: De�ne

An;�(�n;�;Fn) := inf
(�;e)2�n;�;Fn

max
j�k

�
��mnj(�) +

1

2
emj(�)�

�
nj(�) + ej

�
and

A1;� := A1;�(��) := inf
(�;e)2��

max
j�k

�
�Gmj (�) +

1

2
emj(�)G

�
j (�) + ej

�
(29.5)

for �� in Assumption C.12. Let c1;�(1� �) denote the 1� � quantile of A1;� and c
�
1;�(1� �)

denote the 1� � quantile of �A1;�: We show below that An;� = An;�(�n;�;Fn) + op(1)!d A1;�

under suitable sequences fFngn�1: De�ne

A1;�min := A1;�(��min) (29.6)
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as in (29.5) with ��min in place of ��; for ��min as in Assumption C.13.

29.2 Asymptotic Distribution of An;�

The asymptotic distribution of An;� is given in the following theorem.

Theorem 29.2 (a) Under fFngn�1 and Assumptions A.0, C.4, C.5, and C.12, An;� !d A1;�;

(b) under Assumptions A.0 and C.12, A1;� 2 R a.s., and

(c) under Assumptions A.0 and C.4, C.5, C.12, and C.13, A1;� = A1;�min a.s.

Comments. (i). Theorem 29.2(b) is important because it implies that a critical value for an

upper-bound or lower-bound CI based on the asymptotic distribution of An;� is �nite.

(ii). Theorem 29.2(c) implies that the parameters (�; e) 2 ��n��min do not contribute to the
in�mum in A1;�: This is useful when constructing critical values.

(iii). The quantity G�j (�) appears in A1;� because, under model misspeci�cation, the as-

ymptotic distribution of An;� depends on the randomness due to the estimation of the standard

deviation of the jth sample moment by b�nj(�): Under correct model speci�cation, it does not.
(iv). For any subsequence fqngn�1 of fngn�1; Theorem 29.2 and its proof hold with qn in place

of n throughout, including the assumptions.

(v). The proof of Theorem 29.2(a) is similar proof to the proof of Theorem 3.1 of BCS15

with S(m;
) = minj�kmj in their proof. The statistic An;�(�n;�;Fn) depends on enj(�) :=

n1=2(�Fnj(�) � �infFn); �
m
nj(�); and ��nj(�); whereas the statistic in BCS15 depends on `nj(�) :=

�n1=2�Fnj(�) and �mnj(�):

30 Proofs of Lemma 29.1 and Theorem 29.2

Proof of Lemma 29.1. Because �infF := inf�2�maxj�k�Fj(�); for all F and � 2 �;

max
j�k

(�Fj(�)��infF ) � 0; (30.1)

which establishes part (a).

Any (�; e) 2 �� is the limit of some sequence (�n; en) 2 �n;�;Fn because �n;�;Fn !H �� by

Assumption C.12. That is, en ! e and maxj�k enj ! maxj�k ej : This and (30.1) applied with

(�; F ) = (�n; Fn) give

0 � max
j�k

n1=2(�Fnj(�n)��infFn) = maxj�k
enj ! max

j�k
ej ; (30.2)
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which proves part (b) of the lemma.

Next, we prove part (c). The function �Fn(�) � �infFn is lower semi-continuous on � (since

EF emj(W; �) is upper semi-continuous on � by Assumption A.0(ii)), � is compact by Assumption

A.0(i), and a lower semi-continuous function on a compact set achieves its in�mum. Hence, there

exists e�n 2 � such that �F (e�n) = �infF 8n � 1; which establishes part (c).
For part (d), let (e�n; een) 2 �n;�;Fn be such that �F (e�n) = �infF 8n � 1: Such (e�n; een) exist

by part (c). There exists a subsequence fqngn�1 of fngn�1 and a (e�; ee) 2 � � Rk[�1] such that

d((e�qn ; eeqn); (e�; ee))! 0 because (��Rk[�1]; d) is a compact metric space under Assumption A.0(i).
We have (e�; ee) 2 �� by the following argument:

0 � inf
(�;e)2��

d((�; e); (e�; ee)) � inf
(�;e)2��

d((�; e); (e�qn ; eeqn)) + d((e�qn ; eeqn); (e�; ee))! 0; (30.3)

where the second inequality holds by the triangle inequality and the convergence of the �rst sum-

mand holds using Assumption C.12 (i.e., �n;�;Fn !H ��): Thus, inf(�;e)2�� d((�; e); (
e�; ee)) = 0:

This implies that (e�; ee) 2 ��; because �� is a compact subset of (� � Rk[�1]; d) by Assumption

C.12, d((�; e); (e�; ee)) is a continuous function of (�; e); and a continuous function on a compact set
attains its in�mum.

By the de�nition of e�n; �Fn(e�n) = �infFn 8n � 1: Hence, for all n � 1;
max
j�k

eenj = max
j�k

n1=2(�Fnj(
e�n)��infFn) = n1=2(�Fn(

e�n)��infFn) = 0; (30.4)

where the �rst equality holds by the de�nition of �n;�;Fn in (29.2) and the second equality holds

by the de�nition of �F (�) in (29.3). We obtain

max
j�k

eej = lim
n!1

max
j�k

eenj = 0; (30.5)

which proves part (d) of the lemma since (e�; ee) 2 ��:
The proof of part (e) extends that of part (d). For (e�n; een) de�ned as above, we have e�n 2

�
�n
min(Fn) because �F (e�n) = �infF ; and so, (e�n; een) 2 ��nn;�;Fn 8n � 1 using the de�nition of ��n;�;F

following (29.4). Next, we have (e�; ee) 2 ��min by the same argument as used to show (e�; ee) 2 �� in
(30.3), but with ��min in place of ��; with the convergence holding using Assumption C.13 (i.e.,

�
�n
n;�;Fn

!H ��min); rather than Assumption C.12, and using the fact that ��min is a compact

subset of (�� Rk[�1]; d) by Assumption C.13. Finally, maxj�k eej = 0 by (30.5), which establishes
part (e) because (e�; ee) 2 ��min in the present case. �

The proof of Theorem 29.2(a) uses the following Lemma.
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Lemma 30.1 Suppose Assumptions C.4 and C.5 hold. Under fFngn�1;

An;� = An;�(�n;�;Fn) + op(1):

Proof of Lemma 30.1. We have

n1=2
�b�nj(�)��infF � = n1=2

�
�mnj(�)b�nj(�) ��infF

�
=
�Fj(�)b�nj(�) bK1nj(�; F ) +

�Fj(�)b�nj(�) bK2nj(�; F ) +Kenj(�; F ); where

bK1nj(�; F ) := �n1=2
�
mnj(�)

�Fj(�)
� EFmj(W; �)

�Fj(�)

�
= ��mnj(�);

bK2nj(�; F ) := n1=2
� b�nj(�)
�Fj(�)

� 1
�
EFmj(W; �)

�Fj(�)
; and

Kenj(�; F ) := n1=2
�
�EFmj(W; �)

�Fj(�)
��infF

�
: (30.6)

For given (�; e) 2 �n;�;F ; Kenj(�; F ) = ej for j � k:

For a given distribution F; de�ne

��yn (�) := n1=2
�� b�2n1(�)

�2F1(�)
� 1
�
; :::;

� b�2nk(�)
�2Fk(�)

� 1
��0

: (30.7)

Note that ��yn (�) di¤ers from ��n(�) (de�ned in (7.2)) because the former depends on b�2nj(�); which
is centered at the sample quantity mnj(�); see (3.9), whereas the latter depends on b�2Fnj(�); which
is centered at the population quantity EFmj(W; �): The following calculations show that �

�y
nj(�) =

��nj(�)� n�1=2(�mnj(�))2:

��ynj(�) := n1=2

 b�2nj(�)
�2Fnj(�)

� 1
!
= n�1=2

nX
i=1

�
(emj(Wi; �)� emnj(�))

2 � 1
�

= n�1=2
nX
i=1

�
(emj(Wi; �)� EFn emj(W; �))

2 � 1
�
� n1=2(emnj(�)� EFn emj(W; �))

2

= ��nj(�)� n�1=2(�mnj(�))2; and

��ynj(�) = ��nj(�) + o
�
p (1) (30.8)

for j � k; where the last equality holds by Assumption C.5.
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By (30.8), Assumption C.5, and the continuous mapping theorem, for all j � k;

sup
�2�

����� b�2nj(�)�2Fnj(�)
� 1
����� =: sup�2�

n�1=2
�����ynj(�)��� = sup

�2�
n�1=2

����nj(�)��+ o�p (n�1=2)!p 0; and so,

sup
�2�

�����Fnj(�)b�nj(�) � 1
����!p 0: (30.9)

We have

n1=2
� b�nj(�)
�Fnj(�)

� 1
�
= n1=2

0@ 1 + b�2nj(�)
�2Fnj(�)

� 1
!!1=2

� 1

1A
=
1

2
(1 + o�p (1))

�1=2n1=2

 b�2nj(�)
�2Fnj(�)

� 1
!

=
1

2
��nj(�) + o

�
p (1); (30.10)

where the second equality holds by the following mean-value expansion, (1 + x)1=2 = 1+ (1=2)(1+ex)�1=2x; where jexj � jxj; with x := b�2nj(�)=�2Fnj(�)� 1 and sup�2� jxj � sup�2� jb�2nj(�)=�2Fnj(�)�
1j = op(1) by (30.9), and the last equality uses (30.8) and Assumption C.5.

By Assumption C.4, EFn emj(W; �) = emj(�) + o�(1); where o�(1) denotes a term that is o(1)

uniformly over � 2 �: Combining this, (30.9), and (30.10) with the de�nition of bK2nj(�; Fn) in

(30.6) gives
�Fnj(�)b�nj(�) bK2nj(�; Fn) =

1

2
emj(�) � ��nj(�) + o�p (1) for j � k: (30.11)

In addition, (30.9), Assumption C.5, and the de�nition of bK1nj(�; Fn) in (30.6) give

�Fnj(�)b�nj(�) bK1nj(�; Fn) = ��mnj(�) + o�p (1) for j � k: (30.12)

Thus, we have

An;� = inf
�2�

max
j�k

�
�Fnj(�)b�nj(�) bK1nj(�; Fn) +

�Fnj(�)b�nj(�) bK2nj(�; Fn) +Kenj(�; Fn)

�
= inf

(�;e)2�n;�;Fn
max
j�k

�
��mnj(�) +

1

2
emj(�) � ��nj(�) + ej

�
+ op(1)

= An;�(�n;�;Fn) + op(1); (30.13)

where the �rst equality holds by (30.6), the second equality holds by (30.11), (30.12), and the

de�nition of �n;�;Fn in (29.2), and the last equality holds by the de�nition of An;�(�n;�;Fn) in

(29.5). �
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Proof of Theorem 29.2. First, we prove part (a). By Lemma 30.1, it su¢ ces to show

An;�(�n;�;Fn)!d A1;�: (30.14)

Let D be the space of functions from � to R2k: Let D0 be the subset of uniformly continuous
functions in D: For �(�) 2 D; de�ne

gn(�(�)) := inf
(�;e)2�n;�;Fn

max
j�k

[� j(�(�); �) + ej ] ;

g(�(�)) := inf
(�;e)2��

max
j�k

[� j(�(�); �) + ej ] ; where

� j(�(�); �) := ��mj (�) +
1

2
emj(�)�

�
j (�); (30.15)

�(�) = (�m(�); ��(�))0; and �mj (�) and �
�
j (�) denote the jth elements of �

m(�) and ��(�); respec-

tively. Note that

An;�(�n;�;Fn) = gn(�n(�)) and A1;� := A1;�(��) = g(G(�)): (30.16)

We want to show gn(�n(�))!d g(G(�)): By Assumption C.5, �n(�)) G(�) for �n(�) 2 D a.s. and
G(�) 2 D0 a.s. We use the extended CMT, see van der Vaart and Wellner (1996, Theorem 1.11.1),

to establish the desired result, as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 in BCS15. The extended CMT

requires showing: for any deterministic sequence f�n(�) 2 Dgn�1 and deterministic �(�) 2 D0 such
that sup�2� jj�n(�)� �(�)jj ! 0; we have gn(�n(�))! g(�(�)): (For notational simplicity, we abuse
notation here and consider a deterministic �n(�) that di¤ers from the random �n(�) in Assumption
C.5.) Once we have shown this, the proof of part (a) is complete.

Let f�n(�) 2 Dgn�1 and �(�) 2 D0 be deterministic and satisfy sup�2� jj�n(�)� �(�)jj ! 0: We

show

(i) lim inf
n!1

gn(�n(�)) � g(�(�)) and (ii) lim sup
n!1

gn(�n(�)) � g(�(�)): (30.17)

First, we establish (i) in (30.17). There exists a subsequence fangn�1 of fngn�1 and there exists
a sequence f(�an ; ean) 2 �an;�;Fangn�1 such that

lim sup
n!1

gn(�n(�)) = lim
n!1

gan(�an(�)) and

lim
n!1

gan(�an(�)) = lim
n!1

max
j�k

�
� j(�an(�); �an) + eanj

�
; (30.18)

where eanj denotes the jth element of ean : Also, there exists a subsequence fqngn�1 of fangn�1 and

10



(�; e) 2 ��Rk[�1] such that
d
�
(�qn ; eqn); (�; e)

�
! 0; (30.19)

where d is de�ned in the paragraph before (29.1), by compactness of the metric space (��Rk
[�1]

; d)

under Assumption A.0(i). We have (�; e) 2 �� by the same argument as used to show (e�; ee) 2 ��
in (30.3) (but without the requirement that �F (e�n) = �infF 8n � 1) using (30.19) and Assumption
C.12.

For all j � k;

lim
n!1

� j(�qn(�); �qn) = ��mj (�) +
1

2
emj(�)�

�
j (�) := � j(�(�); �) 2 R; (30.20)

the �rst equality holds by �qn(�)! �(�) = (�m(�)0; ��(�)0)0 uniformly over � 2 � (by assumption)
and (30.19), the last equality holds by the de�nition of � j(�(�); �) in (30.15), and �2R�holds because
�mj (�) and �

�
j (�) are �nite since �(�) is assumed to be in D and emj(�) is �nite by Assumption C.4.

Now, we have

lim sup
n!1

gn(�n(�)) = lim
n!1

max
j�k

�
� j(�qn(�); �qn) + eqnj

�
= max

j�k

�
� j(�(�); �) + ej

�
� inf

(�;e)2��
max
j�k

[� j(�(�); �) + ej ]

:= g(�(�)); (30.21)

where the �rst equality holds by (30.18) and the fact that fqngn�1 is a subsequence of fangn�1;
the second equality holds by (30.20) (using the notational convention that � + c = c when � 2 R
and c = �1 if ej = �1 for any j � k); the inequality holds because (�; e) 2 �� by the paragraph
containing (30.19), and the last equality holds by the de�nition of g(�(�)) in (30.15). This establishes
result (i) in (30.17).

Next, we establish result (ii) in (30.17). There exists (�y; ey) 2 �� such that

g(�(�)) = max
j�k

h
� j(�(�); �y) + eyj

i
(30.22)

because �� is compact under the metric d; de�ned in the paragraph before (29.1) with a� = d�+k

(since it is assumed to be an element of S(��Rk[�1])) and � j(�(�); �)+ ej is a continuous function
of (�; e) under d that takes values in the extended real line. By Assumption C.12, �n;�;Fn !H ��:

11



Hence, there is a sequence f(�yn; e
y
n) 2 �n;�;Fngn�1 such that d((�yn; e

y
n); (�

y; ey))! 0: We obtain

lim inf
n!1

gn(�n(�)) := lim inf
n!1

inf
(�;e)2�n;�;Fn

max
j�k

[� j(�n(�); �) + ej ]

� lim inf
n!1

max
j�k

h
� j(�n(�); �yn) + e

y
nj

i
= max

j�k

h
� j(�(�); �y) + eyj

i
= g(�(�)); (30.23)

where the inequality holds because (�yn; e
y
n) 2 �n;�;Fn 8n � 1; the second equality holds using

d((�yn; e
y
n); (�

y; ey)) ! 0 and (30.20) with (�n(�); �yn) and (�(�); �y) in place of (�qn(�); �qn ; ) and
(�(�); �); respectively, and the last equality holds by (30.22). This establishes result (ii) in (30.17)
and completes the proof of part (a).

Now we prove part (b). We have

A1;� := inf
(�;e)2��

max
j�k

�
�Gmj (�) +

1

2
emj(�)G

�
j (�) + ej

�
> �1 a.s. (30.24)

because (I) maxj�k ej � 0 8(�; e) 2 �� by Lemma 29.1(b), (II) sup�2� jGmj (�)j < 1 a.s. by

Assumption C.5, and (III) sup�2� jemj(�)G
�
j (�)j < 1 a.s. because emj(�) is bounded on � by

Assumption C.4 and jG�j (�)j is bounded on � a.s. by Assumption C.5.
To obtain the other half of part (b), i.e., A1;� <1 a.s., we use Lemma 29.1(d). We have

A1;� := inf
(�;e)2��

max
j�k

�
�Gmj (�) +

1

2
emj(�)G

�
j (�) + ej

�
� max

j�k

�
�Gmj (e�) + 12 emj(e�)G�j (e�) + eej� <1 a.s., (30.25)

where (e�; ee) 2 �� is as in Lemma 29.1(d), the �rst equality holds by the de�nition of A1;� in

(29.5), the �rst inequality holds because (e�; ee) 2 �� by Lemma 29.1(d), and last inequality holds
because (I) maxj�k eej = 0 by Lemma 29.1(d), (II) sup�2� jGmj (�)j < 1 a.s. by (II) following

(30.24), and (III) sup�2� jemj(�)G
�
j (�)j < 1 a.s. by (III) following (30.24). This completes the

proof of part (b).

Now, we establish part (c). If �� = ��min; then part (c) holds immediately. So, we suppose

that ��n��min is not empty. We show that for any (��; e�) 2 ��n��min;

max
j�k

�
� j(G(�); ��) + e�j

�
=1 a.s., (30.26)

where � j(�(�); �) is de�ned in (30.15). Since A1;� 2 R a.s. by part (b), and A1;� := inf(�;e)2��
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maxj�k [� j(G(�); �) + ej ] by (29.5), (30.26) implies that A1;� = A1;�min a.s., which establishes

part (c).

For part (c), it remains to show (30.26). By Assumption C.13, ��min is compact. For any

(��; e�) 2 ��n��min; there is a neighborhood of (��; e�) that lies in ��n��min and there exists
a sequence f(��n; e�n) 2 �n;�;Fngn�1 such that d((��n; e�n); (��; e�)) ! 0 by Assumption C.12. In

consequence, for n large, (��n; e
�
n) =2 �

�n
n;�;Fn

: In turn, this implies that ��n =2 ��nmin(Fn) for n large
using the de�nition of ��nn;�;Fn following (29.4).

Now, ��n =2 �
�n
min(Fn) for all n large implies

�Fn(�
�
n) > �

inf
Fn + �n=n

1=2 for all n large,

n1=2(�Fn(�
�
n)��infFn) > �n !1; and

max
j�k

e�j = limmax
j�k

e�n;j := limmax
j�k

n1=2(�Fnj(�
�
n)��infFn) =1; (30.27)

where (i) the �rst line holds by the de�nition of ��min(F ) following (29.4), (ii) the inequality on the

second line follows from the �rst line and �n !1 by Assumption C.13, and (iii) the �rst equality in

the third line holds by the convergence result for f(��n; e�n)gn�1 in the previous paragraph, the second
equality in the third line holds by (��n; e

�
n) 2 �n;�;Fn and the de�nition of �n;�;F in (29.2), and the

third equality in the third line follows from the second line because �Fn(�
�
n) = maxj�k�Fnj(�

�
n):

The result maxj�k e�j =1 in (30.27) implies that (30.26) holds because j� j(G(�); ��)j <1 a.s.

(using Assumptions C.4 and C.5, the de�nition of � j(�(�); �) in (30.15), and explanations (II) and
(III) following (30.24)). This completes the proof of part (c). �

31 Proof of Theorem 7.1

31.1 Notation and Assumptions

As noted in Theorem 7.1, as is standard in the literature, the asymptotics for the bootstrap

are given for the case where the number of bootstrap repetitions B = 1 and the asymptotics

take R = 1 in the de�nition of bsdnjR(�) given in a footnote in Section 4.4. (If one considered
�nite B and R; then all of the asymptotic results would hold provided B ! 1 and R ! 1 as

n ! 1:) With B = 1; the bootstrap critical values bcn;�U (1 � �) and bcn;�L(1 � �); de�ned just

above (4.12) and (4.14), respectively, are the 1 � � conditional quantiles of �A�n;�U;b and A�n;�L;b
given the sample fWigi�n plus �; rather than the 1 � � sample quantiles of f�A�n;�U;bgb�B and

fA�n;�L;bgb�B; respectively, plus �: For notational simplicity, we replace the bth bootstrap sample
fW �

ibgi�n by a generic bootstrap sample fW �
i gi�n (which is an i.i.d. bootstrap sample drawn with
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replacement from the original sample fWigi�n) and we drop the subscripts b from the de�nitions of
A�n;�U;b in (4.12), A

�
n;�L;b in (4.14), and other bootstrap quantities. Speci�cally, we de�ne b��nj(�);

m�
nj(�); b��2nj(�); and A�n;�U as b��njb(�); m�

njb(�); b��2njb(�); and A�n;�U;b are de�ned in (4.8) and (4.12),
but with the generic bootstrap sample fW �

i gi�n in place of the bth bootstrap sample fW �
ibgi�n

and with b deleted throughout. Similarly, we de�ne A�n;�L as A
�
n;�L;b is de�ned in (4.14), but withb��nj(�) in place of b��njb(�):

The R = 1 de�nitions of bsdnj(�) and bsdn(�) are as follows. For Z � N(02k; I2k) and j � k;

de�ne

bsdnj(�) := max
n
V
1=2
nj (�); 1

o
and bsdn(�) := max

j�k
bsdnj(�); where Vnj(�) := V ar

1=2
Z (Qnj(�));

Qnj(�) := bGm�nj (�)�max
j1�k

bGm�nj1(�); bGm�nj (�) := (c0j ;�(1=2)bmnj(�)c
0
j)b
1=2n+ (�)Z; (31.1)

V arZ(Qnj(�)) denotes the variance of Qnj(�) with respect to the randomness in Z conditional onb
n+(�) and bmnj(�); and (as above) cj denote the jth elementary k-vector. In addition, benj(�)
and bJne(�) are de�ned as benj(�) and bJneR(�) are de�ned in (4.9) and (4.10), respectively, but withbsdnj(�) in place of bsdnjR(�):

The bootstrap sample fW �
i gi�n depends on fWigi�n and on some other independent random

variables f�igi�n that are used to construct the bootstrap sample fW �
i gi�n: To establish the as-

ymptotic properties of the bootstrap critical values for a given sequence of distributions fFngn�1;
it is convenient to have a single probability space (
;F ; P5) on which all of the random vectors

fWigi�n for n � 1 and the bootstrap random variables (or vectors) f�igi�n for all n � 1 are de�ned.
Since Fn changes with n; this requires that we consider triangular arrays of random vectors, not

sequences. Let fWnigi�n;n�1 := fWni : i � n; n � 1g be a triangular array of random vectors

on (
;F ; P5) such that, for each n � 1; fWnigi�n has the same distribution as fWigi�n � Fn:

Analogously, let f�nigi�n;n�1 be a triangular array of bootstrap random variables (or vectors) on

(
;F ; P5) such that for each n � 1; f�nigi�n has the same distribution as f�igi�n and f�nigi�n;n�1
is independent of fWnigi�n;n�1:

For notational simplicity, but with some abuse of notation, we let all of the statistics de�ned

above, including b�infn ; An;�; A
�
n;�U ; A

�
n;�L; bcn;�U (1 � �); and bcn;�L(1 � �); which are de�ned as

functions of fWigi�n � Fn and f�igi�n; also denote the corresponding statistics de�ned when using
the triangular arrays fWnigi�n;n�1 and f�nigi�n;n�1: For events that only depend on n random
vectors for a single n; such as A�n;�U 2 Bn for some �xed set Bn � R; we have P5(A�n;�U 2
Bn) = PFn(A

�
n;�U 2 Bn): But, for events that depend on statistics for multiple values of n; such

as fA�n;�Ugn�1; we use the probability space (
;F ; P5): In particular, when we condition on the
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entire triangular array fWnigi�n;n�1; we need (
;F ; P5):
Let f��n(�) 2 R2k : � 2 �g be a bootstrap version of the stochastic process (�mn (�)0; �

�y
n (�)0)0

de�ned in (7.2) and (30.7). It is de�ned as follows:

��n(�) := (�m�n (�)0; ���n (�)
0)0; where

�m�nj (�) := n1=2
� em�

nj(�)� bmnj(�)
�
; em�

nj(�) :=
m�
nj(�)b�nj(�) ; m�

nj(�) := n�1
nX
i=1

mj(W
�
i ; �);

���nj (�) := n1=2

 b��2nj(�)b�2nj(�) � 1
!
; b��2nj(�) := n�1

nX
i=1

(mj(W
�
i ; �)�m�

nj(�))
2 8j � k;

�m�n (�) = (�m�n1 (�); :::; �
m�
nk (�))

0; and ���n (�) = (�
��
n1(�); :::; �

��
nk(�))

0: (31.2)

Let f��n(�)jfWnigi�n;n�1g ) G(�) denote that the conditional distribution of ��n(�) given
fWnigi�n;n�1 converges weakly to G(�):

Let X �ST Y denote that X is stochastically greater than or equal to Y: That is, P (Y > x) �
P (X > x) for all x 2 R:

For � 2 �; de�ne

jne(�) := argmax
j�k

enj(�); where enj(�) := n1=2(�Fn;j(�)��infFn):53 (31.3)

By Lemma 29.1(a),

enjne(�)(�) � 0 8� 2 �: (31.4)

De�ne

�
��n
n;�;Fn

:=
n
(�; e; e�; j�) 2 ��nmin(Fn)�R

2k � f1; :::; kg : ej = n1=2(�Fnj(�)��infFn);

e�j = ��1n ej 8j � k; j� := jne(�)
	
; (31.5)

where f�ngn�1 is as in Assumption C.13 and f�ngn�1 is as in (4.9)�(4.11). Let S(� � R2k[�1] �
f1; :::; kg) denote the space of compact subsets of the metric space (��R2k[�1]�f1; :::; kg; d); where
d is de�ned in the paragraph before (29.1) with a� = d� + 2k + 1:

We employ the following bootstrap convergence assumptions, which apply to a drifting sequence

of distributions fFngn�1: Subsequence versions of them are veri�ed below in the proof of Theorem

7.1 in Section 31.4. The expanded minimizer set ��nmin(Fn) is de�ned following (29.4), the bootstrap

stochastic process ��n(�) (with subscript b deleted) is de�ned in (4.8), and the estimator b�min;n of
�
�n
min(Fn) is de�ned in (4.7).

53 If the argmax is not unique, jne(�) is de�ned to be the smallest argmax :
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Assumption BC.3. f��n(�)jfWnigi�n;n�1g ) G(�) a.s.[P5]; where G(�) is as in Assumption C.5.

Assumption BC.4. ���nn;�;Fn
!H �

�
�min for some non-empty set �

�
�min 2 S(��R2k[�1]�f1; :::; kg)

for some sequence of constants f�ngn�1 that satis�es �n ! 1 and �n=�n ! 0 for the constants

f�ngn�1 that appear in (4.7) and satisfy Assumption A.6(ii).

Assumption BC.5. b�min;n � �
�n
min(Fn) wp!1 for constants f�ngn�1 as in Assumptions BC.4

and C.13.

De�ne

�e1nj(�) := ��1n n1=2
�b�nj(�)� b�infn � 8j � k; (31.6)

where �n is as in the de�nition of �enj(�) in (4.11). Note that �
e
1nj(�) di¤ers from �enj(�) because it

has 1 in place of bsdnj(�); where 1 � bsdnj(�) by the de�nition of bsdnj(�) in (31.1).
The GMS function ' : R[+1] ! R[+1] de�ned in (4.11) is upper bounded by the function

'y : R[+1] ! R[+1] de�ned by

'y(�) :=11(� � 1) + (�=(1� �))1(0 � � < 1): (31.7)

The function 'y satis�es: (i) 'y(�) � '(�) 8� 2 R[+1]; (ii) 'y is nondecreasing and continuous

under the metric d; and (iii) 'y(�) = 0 8� � 0 and 'y(1) = 1; where the metric d is de�ned in
Section 18.1 with a� = 1:

De�ne an upper-bound (wp!1) random variable, A�Un;�U ; on the EGMS bootstrap statistic

A�n;�U to be

A�Un;�U := inf
�2��nmin(Fn)

max
j�k

�
�b��nj(�) + 1(j 6= jne(�))enj(�) + 1(j = jne(�))'

y(�e1nj(�))
�
: (31.8)

Let bcUn;�U (1 � �) denote the 1 � � conditional quantile of �A�Un;�U given fWnigi�n;n�1 plus �:
The statistic bcUn;�U (1� �) is random and depends on the conditioning value of fWnigi�n;n�1:

By Lemma 31.1(a) below, the asymptotic distribution of the upper-bound bootstrap random

variable A�Un;�U conditional on fWnigi�n;n�1 is the following distribution a.s.[P5]:

A�U1;�U := inf
(�;e;e�;j�)2���min

max
j�k

�
�Gm�j (�) + 1(j 6= j�)ej + 1(j = j�)'y(e�j�)

�
; where

Gm�j (�) := Gmj (�)�
1

2
emj(�)G

�
j (�); (31.9)

for ���min as in Assumption BC.4. Let cU1;�U (1��) denote the 1�� conditional (or unconditional)
quantile of A�U1;�U without � added on. It is nonrandom and does not depend on fWnigi�n;n�1 by
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(31.9).

Next, we consider de�nitions and assumptions concerning the lower bound CI. The population

counterpart of bsdn(�) is sdF (�):
sdF (�) := max

j�k
sdFj(�); where

sdFj(�) := max
n
V ar

1=2
Z (DFj(�)); 1

o
;

DFj(�) := Gm�Fj (�)�max
j1�k

Gm�Fj1(�);

Gm�Fj (�) := (c0j ;�(1=2)emFj(�)c
0
j)


1=2
F (�; �)Z; and Z � N(02k; I2k): (31.10)

De�ne

�
��Ln
n;Fn;L

:=
n
(�; e�) 2 ��Lnmin(Fn)�R

k : e�j = ��1n n1=2(�Fnj(�)��infFn)
o
: (31.11)

Let S(� � Rk[�1]) denote the space of compact subsets of the metric space (� � Rk[�1]; d); where

d is de�ned in the paragraph before (29.1) with a� = d� + k:

We employ the following bootstrap convergence assumptions for the lower-bound CI�s. Subse-

quence versions of them are veri�ed below.

Assumption BC.6. ���Lnn;Fn;L
!H �

�
L for some non-empty set �

�
L 2 S(��Rk[�1]) for some sequence

of constants f�Lngn�1 that satis�es �Ln ! 1; �Ln=n1=2 ! 0; �Ln=�Ln ! 0; and �Ln=�

n ! 0 for

some  2 (0; 1) for the constants f(�n; �Ln)gn�1 that are employed in the de�nition of A�n;�L and
satisfy Assumption A.7.

Assumption BC.7. b�min;L;n � ��Lnmin(Fn) wp!1 for constants f�Lngn�1 as in Assumption BC.6.

For example, in Assumption BC.6, one can take �Ln = �Ln + �
1=2
n :

Let !u denote uniform convergence over �2:

We assume the covariance kernel converges uniformly.

Assumption C.11. 
Fn(�; �)!u 
1(�; �) for some continuous R2k�2k-valued function 
1(�; �) on
�2:

De�ne lower-bound (wp!1) random variables, A�Ln;�L; on the bootstrap statistics A
�
n;�L to be

A�Ln;�L := inf
�2��Lnmin (Fn)

max
j�k

�
�b��nj(�)� 'y(��e1nj(�))� ; (31.12)

where f�Lngi�n are as in Assumption BC.6 and 'y is de�ned in (31.7). Note that the lower-bound
statistic has 1 in place of bsdnj(�); where 1 � bsdnj(�); and ��Lnmin(Fn) and '

y in place of b�min;n and
17



'; respectively, which appear in A�n;�L: Let bcLn;�L(1� �) denote the 1� � conditional quantile of
A�Ln;�L given fWnigi�n;n�1 plus �:

By Lemma 31.1(b) and (c) below, the asymptotic distribution of the A�Ln;�L bootstrap random

variables, conditional on fWnigi�n;n�1; is the following distribution a.s.[P5]:

A�L1;�L := inf
(�;e�)2��L

max
j�k

�
�Gm�j (�)� 'y(�e�j )

�
(31.13)

for ��L as in Assumption BC.6. Let cL1;�L(1 � �) denote the 1 � � quantile of A�L1;�L plus �;

which is nonrandom.

31.2 Lemmas 31.1�31.3, Theorem 31.4, and Lemma 31.5

The proof of Theorem 7.1 uses Theorem 31.4 below. The following lemmas are used in the proof

of Theorem 31.4.

Lemma 31.1 For a sequence fFngn�1 that satis�es Assumptions A.0, A.6, BC.3, BC.4, C.4, C.5,
and C.12 for a subsequence fpngn�1 in place of fngn�1; there exists a subsequence fangn�1 of
fpngn�1 for which (a) fA�Uan;�U jfWnigi�n;n�1g !d A�U1;�U a.s.[P5] and (b) fA�Lan;�L
jfWnigi�n;n�1g !d A

�
L1;�L a.s.[P5]; provided Assumptions A.7(i) and BC.6 hold in place of As-

sumptions A.6 and BC.4:

Comment. Lemma 31.1 is somewhat analogous to Theorem C.1 of BCS15.

Lemma 31.2 For a sequence fFngn�1 that satis�es Assumptions A.0, A.6, BC.4, and BC.5 for a
subsequence fpngn�1 in place of fngn�1; (a) P5(A�Upn;�U � A�pn;�U jfWnigi�n;n�1) = 1 wp!1 under
P5 and (b) P5(A�Lpn;�L � A�pn;�LjfWnigi�n;n�1) = 1 wp!1 under P5; provided Assumptions
A.7(i), BC.6, and BC.7 hold in place of Assumptions A.6, BC.4, and BC.5:

Lemma 31.3 For a sequence fFngn�1 that satis�es Assumptions A.6, BC.3, BC.4, C.4, C.5, C.12,
and C.13 for a subsequence fpngn�1 in place of fngn�1; we have (a) A�U1;�U � A1;�min for all

sample realizations and (b) A�L1;�L � A1;� for all sample realizations, provided Assumptions A.7;

A.8; and BC.6 hold in place of Assumptions A.6, BC.4, and C.13.

Lemmas 31.1�31.3 are used to prove the following theorem, which employs some high-level

assumptions that are veri�ed in the proof of Theorem 7.1 below.

Theorem 31.4 For � 2 (0; 1) and for a sequence fFngn�1 that satis�es Assumptions A.0, A.6,
BC.3�BC.5, C.4, C.5, C.12, and C.13 for a subsequence fpngn�1 in place of fngn�1; there exists a
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subsequence fangn�1 of fpngn�1 for which (a) the nominal level 1�� upper-bound CI CIan;�U (�)
for �infFan satis�es

lim inf
n!1

PFan (�
inf
Fan

2 CIan;�U (�)) � 1� � and

(b) the nominal level 1� � lower-bound CI CIan;�L(�) for �infFan satis�es

lim inf
n!1

PFan (�
inf
Fan

2 CIan;�L(�)) � 1� �;

provided Assumptions A.7, A.8, BC.6, BC.7, and C.11 hold in place of Assumptions A.6, BC.4,

and BC.5.

The proof of Theorem 7.1 also uses the following lemma, which concerns b�min;n and b�min;L;n;
which are de�ned in (4.7) and just below (4.14), respectively.

Lemma 31.5 For a sequence fFngn�1 that satis�es Assumptions A.0, C.4, C.5, and C.12, we
have (a) for any sequences of positive constants f�ngn�1 and f�ngn�1 that satisfy �n ! 1 and

�n=�n ! 0; PFn(b�min;n � ��nmin(Fn))! 1 and (b) for any sequences of positive constants f�Lngn�1
and nonnegative constants f�Lngn�1 that satisfy �Ln ! 1 and �Ln=�Ln ! 0; PFn(b�min;L;n �
�
�Ln
min(Fn))! 1:

31.3 Proof of Theorem 31.4

Proof of Theorem 31.4. First, we prove part (a). For notational simplicity, let bcn;�U := bcn;�U (1�
�) (de�ned just after (4.12)), bcUn;�U := bcUn;�U (1 � �) (de�ned following (31.8)), cU1;�U :=

cU1;�U (1� �) (de�ned following (31.9)), and c�1;� := c�1;�(1� �) (de�ned following (29.5)). We

have: A�n;�U is de�ned in (4.12) with b deleted, A
�
Un;�U is de�ned in (31.8), A

�
U1;�U is de�ned in

(31.9), and A1;�min is de�ned in (29.6). Note that A1;� = A1;�min by Theorem 29.2(c), so c�1;�
equals the 1� � quantile of �A1;� and �A1;�min:

Given a subsequence fpngn�1 as in the statement of the theorem, we consider a subsequence
fangn�1 of fpngn�1 as in Lemma 31.1. For the subsequence fangn�1; the results of Lemmas 31.1,
31.2, and 31.3 hold. For notational simplicity, in the remainder of the proof we replace fangn�1 by
fngn�1 and presume that the results of Lemmas 31.1, 31.2, and 31.3 hold for fngn�1:

By the de�nition of CIn;�U (�) in (4.3) and the de�nition of An;� in (29.1),

PFn(�
inf
Fn 2 CIn;�U (�)) = PFn(�An;� � bcn;�): (31.14)

If A�n;�U � A�Un;�U with probability one (with respect to the bootstrap randomness) conditional

on fWnigi�n;n�1; then the 1� � conditional quantile of �A�n;�U given fWnigi�n;n�1 plus �; which
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is bcn;�U ; is greater than or equal to the 1�� conditional quantile of �A�Un;�U given fWnigi�n;n�1
plus �; which is bcUn;�U ; as a consequence of the de�nition of a quantile. By Lemma 31.2(a), the
�if�condition in the previous sentence holds wp!1 (with respect to the randomness in the samples
fWnigi�n;n�1): Hence, Lemma 31.2(a) implies that bcn;�U � bcUn;�U wp!1, which implies thatbcn;�U � bcUn;�U + op(1); where the op(1) term refers to randomness in the samples, not bootstrap

randomness. This gives

lim inf
n!1

PFn(�An;� � bcn;�U ) � lim infn!1
PFn(�An;� + op(1) � bcUn;�U ): (31.15)

Now, take an arbitrary " > 0: Then, there exists "� 2 (0; ") such that cU1;�U�"� is a continuity
point of �A�U1;�U : We have

lim sup
n!1

P5(�A�Un;�U � cU1;�U � "jfWnigi�n;n�1) (31.16)

� lim sup
n!1

P5(�A�Un;�U � cU1;�U � "�jfWnigi�n;n�1) = P (�A�U1;�U � cU1;�U � "�) < 1� �

a.s.[P5]; where the equality holds by Lemma 31.1(a) and the last inequality holds by the de�nition

of the 1 � � quantile cU1;�U of �A�U1;�U : Because bcUn;�U is the 1 � � conditional quantile of

�A�Un;�U given fWnigi�n;n�1 plus �; if

P5(�A�Un;�U � cU1;�U � "jfWnigi�n;n�1) < 1� �; then cU1;�U � " < bcUn;�U � �: (31.17)

By (31.16), the �rst condition in (31.17) holds for n su¢ ciently large a.s.[P5]: Hence, the same is

true for the second condition in (31.17). That is, P5(cU1;�U + �� " < bcUn;�U for n large) = 1; or
equivalently,

P5
�
lim
n!1

1(cU1;�U + �� " < bcUn;�U ) = 1� = 1: (31.18)

By the dominated convergence theorem, this implies that

lim
n!1

P5 (cU1;�U + �� " < bcUn;�U ) = 1 (31.19)

for all " > 0; which also can be written as limn!1 PFn (cU1;�U + �� " < bcUn;�U ) = 1:
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Next, we have: for all " > 0;

lim inf
n!1

PFn(�An;� + op(1) � bcUn;�U )
= lim inf

n!1
PFn(�An;� + op(1) � bcUn;�U & cU1;�U + �� " < bcUn;�U )

� lim inf
n!1

PFn(�An;� + op(1) � cU1;�U + �� " & cU1;�U + �� " < bcUn;�U )
= lim inf

n!1
PFn(�An;� + op(1) � cU1;�U + �� ") (31.20)

where the two equalities hold using (31.19) and the inequality is straightforward.

By Theorem 29.2(a) and (c), we have

An;� !d A1;�min (31.21)

using Assumptions A.0, C.4, C.5, C.12, and C.13. Consider a sequence f"mgm�1 such that c1 +
�� "m is a continuity point of �A1;� for all m � 1 and "m # 0 as m!1: Then, we have

lim inf
n!1

PFn(�An;� + op(1) � bcUn;�U )
� lim

m!1
lim inf
n!1

PFn(�An;�min + op(1) � cU1;�U + �� "m)

= lim
m!1

P (�A1;�min � cU1;�U + �� "m)

� lim
m!1

P (�A1;�min � c�1;� + �� "m)

� 1� �; (31.22)

where the �rst inequality holds by (31.20), the equality holds by (31.21) and the de�nition of

f"mgm�1; the second inequality holds by Lemma 31.3(a) because A�U1;�U �ST A1;�min implies

that �A1;�min �ST �A�U1;�U and c
�
1;� � cU1;�U ; and the last inequality holds by the de�nition

of the 1 � � quantile c�1;� of �A1;� = �A1;�min because � � "m > 0 for m large. Equations

(31.14), (31.15), and (31.22) prove part (a).

Next, we prove part (b). The proof is quite similar to that of part (a) with the changes

described below. For notational simplicity, let bcn;�L := bcn;�L(1 � �) (de�ned just above (4.14)),bcLn;�L := bcLn;�L(1 � �) (de�ned following (31.12)), cL1;�L := cL1;�L(1 � �) (de�ned following

(31.13)), and c1;� := c1;�(1� �) (de�ned following (29.5)). We have: A�n;�L is de�ned in (4.14)

with b deleted, A�Ln;�L is de�ned in (31.12), and A
�
L1;�L is de�ned in (31.13). In the proof of part

(b), we use A�n;�L; bcn;�L; A�Ln;�L; bcLn;�L; and cL1;�L in place of A�n;�U ; bcn;�U ; A�Un;�U ; bcUn;�U ;
and cU1;�U ; respectively. As in part (a), A1;� := A1;�min by Theorem 29.2(c), so c1;� equals

the 1� � quantile of A1;� and A1;�min:
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To prove part (b), we use Lemmas 31.1(b), 31.2(b), and 31.3(b) in place of Lemmas 31.1(a),

31.2(a), and 31.3(a), respectively.

To prove part (b), (31.14) is replaced by

PFn(�
inf
Fn 2 CIn;�L(�)) = PFn(An;� � bcn;�L): (31.23)

By the same argument as used to show (31.15), but applied to A�n;� and A
�
Ln;�L; rather than �A�n;�

and �A�Un;�U ; we obtain bcn;�L � bcLn;�L + op(1) and
lim inf
n!1

PFn(An;� � bcn;�L) � lim infn!1
PFn(An;� + op(1) � bcLn;�L): (31.24)

We obtain

lim inf
n!1

PFn (cL1;�L + �� " � bcLn;�L) = 1 for all " > 0 (31.25)

by the same argument as used to prove (31.19), but with A�Ln;�L; A
�
L1;�L; and cL1;�L + �� "� in

place of �A�Un;�U ; �A�U1;�U ; and cU1;�U + �� "�; respectively. By arguments analogous to those
in (31.20) and (31.22), we obtain

lim inf
n!1

PFn(An;� + op(1) � bcLn;�L) � lim inf
n!1

PFn(An;� + op(1) � cL1;�L + �� ") and

lim inf
n!1

PFn(An;� + op(1) � bcLn;�L) � lim
m!1

P (A1;�min � c1;� + �� "m) � 1� �; (31.26)

respectively, where the the last inequality holds by the de�nition of the 1 � � quantile c1;� of

A1;� = A1;�min because �� "m > 0 for m large. Equations (31.23), (31.24), and (31.26) combine

to establish part (b). �

31.4 Proof of Theorem 7.1

Proof of Theorem 7.1. We prove part (a) �rst. By de�nition, the asymptotic size of the CI

CIn;�U (�) is

lim inf
n!1

inf
F2P

PF

�
�infF 2 CIn;�U (�)

�
= lim inf

n!1
inf
F2P

PF

�
�infF � b�infn;U (�)� : (31.27)

There always exists a sequence fFngn�1 and a subsequence fqngn�1 of fngn�1 such that

lim inf
n!1

inf
F2P

PF

�
�infF � b�infn;U (�)� = lim inf

n!1
PFn

�
�n1=2(b�infn ��infFn) � bcn;�U (1� �)�

= lim
n!1

PFqn (�Aqn;� � bcqn;�U (1� �)) ; (31.28)
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where the �rst and second equalities use (4.3) and (29.1), respectively. Hence, to establish that

CIn;�U (�) has correct asymptotic size, we must show that the rhs of (31.28) is 1 � � or greater.

It su¢ ces to show that the rhs of (31.28) is 1 � � or greater with fqngn�1 replaced by some
subsequence fangn�1 of fqngn�1 (because the limit under the subsequence fangn�1 is the same as
the limit under the original subsequence fqngn�1): The rhs of (31.28) de�ned with fangn�1 in place
of fqngn�1 is 1�� or greater by Theorem 31.4(a) provided the assumptions of Theorem 31.4(a) hold
for some subsequence fpngn�1 of fqngn�1 and fangn�1 is some subsequence of fpngn�1 (because
�Aan;� � bcan;�U (1 � �) i¤ �Fan 2 CIan;�U (�) by (31.14) and the lim infn!1 is actually the

limn!1 in the result of Theorem 31.4(a) for any subsequence fangn�1 of fqngn�1 by the de�nition
of fqngn�1) in (31.28). Hence, for part (a), it remains to verify that Assumptions BC.3, BC.4,
BC.5, C.4, C.5, C.12, and C.13 hold for some subsequence fpngn�1 (of fqngn�1) in place of fngn�1
(because Assumptions A.0 and A.6, which are imposed in Theorem 31.4, are also imposed in the

present theorem).

To prove part (b) regarding the lower-bound CI CIn;�L(�); analogous arguments to those in

(31.27) and (31.28) show that it su¢ ces to show that limPFqn (Aqn;� � bcqn;�L(1��)) � 1��; where
fqngn�1 is a subsequence of fngn�1 for which (31.28) holds with b�infn;L(�); n1=2(b�infn ��infFn); bcn;�L(1�
�); and Aqn;� in place of b�infn;U (�); �n1=2(b�infn ��infFn); bcn;�U (1��); and �Aqn;�; respectively. By
the same argument as in the previous paragraph, but with Theorem 31.4(b) in place of Theorem

31.4(a), to prove part (b) it su¢ ces to verify the assumptions employed in Theorem 31.4(b) that are

not imposed in Theorem 7.1(b). The assumptions that need to be veri�ed are the same as those for

part (a) except with Assumptions BC.6, BC.7, and C.11 in place of Assumptions BC.4 and BC.5

(because Assumptions A.7 and A.8, which are imposed in Theorem 31.4(b), are also imposed in

Theorem 7.1(b)).

We now verify that Assumptions BC.3, BC.4�BC.7, C.4, C.5, C.11, C.12, and C.13 hold for

some subsequence fpngn�1 (of fqngn�1) in place of fngn�1: Given f�ngn�1 in the de�nition ofb�min;n in (4.7) that satis�es Assumption A.6(ii), take f�ngn�1 to be the same in Assumptions C.13
and BC.4, which requires �n ! 1 and �n=�n ! 0: For example, one can take �n = �

1=2
n 8n � 1:

Given f(�n; �Ln)gn�1 that satisfy Assumption A.7, which requires �n !1; �n=n1=2 ! 0; �Ln � 0
8n � 1; and �Ln=�n ! 0; take f�Lngn�1 to be the same as in Assumptions BC.6 and BC.7, which
requires �Ln ! 1; �Ln=n1=2 ! 0; �Ln=�Ln ! 0; and �Ln=�


n ! 0 for  2 (0; 1) as in Assumption

BC.6. For example, one can take �Ln = �Ln + �
=2
n :

Under Assumptions A.4 and A.5, by Lemma D.7 of BCS15, given fqngn�1; there exists a
subsequence fpngn�1 of fqngn�1; a continuous R2k�2k-valued function 
1 on �2; and a contin-

uous Rk-valued function em on � for which (i) 
Fpn !u 
1; where !u denotes uniform conver-
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gence (over �2 in this case), and hence, Assumption C.11 holds for the subsequence fpngn�1; (ii)
EFpn em(W; �) !u em(�); and hence, Assumption C.4 holds for the subsequence fpngn�1; and (iii)
Assumptions C.12, C.13, BC.4, and BC.6 hold for the subsequence fpngn�1: The basic argument
used by BCS15 to prove their Lemma D.7 is that a sequence in a compact subset of a metric

space has a convergent subsequence. Strictly speaking, Lemma D.7 of BCS15 only establishes


Fpn !u 
1 for the upper left k � k submatrices of these matrix functions and the subsequence

version of Assumption C.7 of AK. But, the same argument applies for the 2k�2k�valued functions

Fpn and 
1; and the same argument as for Assumption C.7 of AK applies to Assumptions C.12,

C.13, BC.4, and BC.6. In addition, the result EFpn em(W; �)!u em(�) is established in the same way
as 
Fpn !u 
1 (but using Assumption A.5 in place of Assumption A.4).

Assumption C.5 holds for the subsequence fpngn�1 by applying a subsequence version of Lemma
24.1(a) in online Appendix B, which imposes Assumptions A.0�A.4 and C.11. Assumptions A.0�

A.4 are imposed in the present theorem and the subsequence version of Assumption C.11 holds by

(i) above.

Assumption BC.3 holds for the subsequence fpngn�1 by Lemma D.2(8) of BCS15 because
Assumptions A.1�A.4 of this paper imply Assumptions A.1�A.4 of BCS15 and 
Fpn !u 
1:

Assumption BC.5 holds in part (a) of the theorem by a subsequence version of Lemma 31.5(a)

(with fpngn�1 in place of fngn�1); which imposes Assumptions A.0, C.4, C.5, and C.12 and requires
�n ! 1 and �n=�n ! 0 (because these assumptions are veri�ed above, �n ! 1 by Assumption

A.6(ii), and given f�ngn�1; f�ngn�1 are de�ned above to satisfy �n=�n ! 0):

Assumption BC.7 holds in part (b) of the theorem by a subsequence version of Lemma 31.5(b)

(with fpngn�1 in place of fngn�1); which imposes Assumptions A.0, C.4, C.5, and C.12 and requires
�Ln ! 1 and �Ln=�Ln ! 0 (because these assumptions are veri�ed above and, given f�Lngn�1;
f�Lngn�1 are de�ned above to satisfy �Ln=�Ln ! 0 using Assumption A.7).

This concludes the proof that the assumptions employed in parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 31.4

hold for the subsequence fpngn�1 of fqngn�1; which completes the proof. �

31.5 Proof of Lemma 31.1

Proof of Lemma 31.1. First, we prove part (a). We have

n1=2 bmnj(�) =
�Fnj(�)b�nj(�)

�
�mnj(�) + n

1=2EFn emj(W; �)
�

= b!nj(�) + n1=2EFn emj(W; �); where (31.29)

b!nj(�) := �Fnj(�)b�nj(�) �mnj(�)� n1=2
� b�nj(�)
�Fnj(�)

� 1
�
�Fnj(�)b�nj(�) EFn emj(W; �) = O�p (1);
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where �mnj(�) denotes the jth element of �
m
n (�) de�ned in (7.2), and the second equality on the last

line holds by Assumptions C.4 and C.5 and (30.10). Next, we have

n1=2
�b�nj(�)� b�infn � = n1=2(�bmnj(�) + EF emj(W; �))� n1=2(b�infn ��infFn) + enj(�)

= bdnj(�) + enj(�); wherebdnj(�) := �b!nj(�)� n1=2(b�infn ��infFn) = O�p (1); (31.30)

the �rst equality uses b�nj(�) := �bmnj(�) by (4.2) and enj(�) := n1=2(�EFn emj(W; �) � �infFn) by
(31.3) and the second equality on the last line holds because b!nj(�) = O�p (1) by (31.29) and

n1=2(b�infn ��infFn) := An;� = Op(1) by (29.1) and Theorem 29.2(a) (which uses Assumptions A.0,

C.4, C.5, and C.12).

For e�j = ��1n n1=2(�Fnj(�)��infFn) as in �
��n
n;�;Fn

(de�ned in (31.5)), we obtain

�e1nj(�) := ��1n n1=2
�b�nj(�)� b�infn � = ��1n bdnj(�) + e�j ; (31.31)

where the �rst equality holds by de�nition, see (31.6), and the second equality holds by (31.30).

Using (31.29), (31.31), and the de�nition of ���nn;�;Fn
; we can write A�Un;�U in (31.8) as

A�Un;�U = inf
(�;e;e�;j�)2���nn;�;Fn

max
j�k

�
�b��nj(�) + 1(j 6= j�)ej + 1(j = j�)'y(��1n bdnj(�) + e�j )� ; (31.32)

where (�; ej ; e�j ; j
�) 2 ���nn;�;Fn

implies that ej := enj(�); e
�
j := ��1n enj(�); and j� := jne(�):

We have

��1n bdnj(�) = o�p (1) (31.33)

by (31.30) and Assumption A.6(i).

Next, for all j � k; we have

n1=2 (bmnj(�)� EFn emj(W; �)) = O�p (1); (31.34)

by (31.29). This and Assumption C.4 give

bmnj(�)� emj(�) = o�p (1): (31.35)

Now, we use the result that for any sequence of random variables fXngn�1 on (
;F ; P5) for
which Xn !p 0; there exists a subsequence fangn�1 of fngn�1 such that Xan ! 0 a.s.[P5]; e.g., see

Theorem 9.2.1 of Dudley (1989). We apply this result with the original sequence fngn�1 replaced
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by some subsequence fpngn�1: Using this, (31.33), and (31.35), given any subsequence fpngn�1 of
fngn�1; there exists a subsequence fangn�1 of fpngn�1 for which

sup
�2�

j��1an bdanj(�)j = o(1) a.s.[P5] and sup
�2�

jbmanj(�)� emj(�)j = o(1) a.s.[P5]: (31.36)

De�ne

�m��nj (�) := �m�nj (�)�
1

2
emj(�)�

��
nj (�) 8j � k: (31.37)

We show that under fFngn�1; for the subsequence fangn�1 of fpngn�1 de�ned above,

sup
�2�

jb��anj(�)� �m��anj (�)j = op(1) 8j � k conditional on fWnigi�n;n�1 a.s.[P5]: (31.38)

The proof of (31.38) is as follows. By the same argument as in (30.10) with b��nj(�) and b�nj(�)
in place of b�nj(�) and �Fnj(�); respectively, we obtain

n1=2
�b��nj(�)b�nj(�) � 1

�
=
1

2
���nj (�) + o

�
p (1) conditional on fWnigi�n;n�1 a.s.[P5]; (31.39)

using Assumption BC.3 in place of Assumption C.5. Next, we have: for the subsequence fangn�1;

b��anj(�) := a1=2n

�
m�
anj
(�)b��anj(�) � bmanj(�)

�
=
b�anj(�)b��anj(�)

�
�m�anj(�)� bmanj(�)a

1=2
n

�b��anj(�)b�anj(�) � 1
��

= (1 + o�p (1))

�
�m�anj(�)�

1

2
emj(�)�

��
anj(�) + o

�
p (1)

�
= �m��anj (�) + o

�
p (1)

(31.40)

conditional on fWnigi�n;n�1 a.s.[P5]; where the third equality holds by (31.36) and (31.39), and
the fourth equality holds by the de�nition of �m��nj (�) in (31.37) and Assumption BC.3. This proves

(31.38).

De�ne

�!
A �
Un;�U := inf

(�;e;e�;j�)2���nn;�;Fn

max
j�k

�
��m��nj (�) + 1(j 6= j�)ej + 1(j = j�)'y(��1n bdnj(�) + e�j )� :

(31.41)

By (31.32), the �rst result of (31.36), (31.38), and (31.41), we obtain:

A�Uan;�U =
�!
A �
Uan;�U + op(1) conditional on fWnigi�n;n�1 a.s.[P5]: (31.42)
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Hence, it su¢ ces to show: for the subsequence fangn�1;

f�!A �
Uan;�U jfWnigi�n;n�1g !d A

�
U1;�U a.s.[P5]: (31.43)

To prove (31.43), we use a similar (but somewhat more complicated) argument to that used to

prove Theorem 29.2(a) based on the extended continuous mapping theorem. As above, let D be

the space of functions from � to R2k: Let D0 be the subset of uniformly continuous functions in
D: For nonstochastic functions �(�) 2 D and �(�) : �! Rk with �(�) = (�1(�); :::; �k(�))

0; de�ne

egn(�(�); �(�)) := inf
(�;e;e�;j�)2���nn;�;Fn

max
j�k

�
� j(�(�); �)+1(j 6= j�)ej+1(j = j�)'y(�j�(�) + e

�
j�)
�
and

eg(�(�); �(�)) := inf
(�;e;e�;j�)2���min

max
j�k

�
� j(�(�); �) + 1(j 6= j�)ej + 1(j = j�)'y(�j�(�) + e

�
j�)
�
;

(31.44)

where �(�) = (�m(�)0; ��(�)0)0; �mj (�) and ��j (�) denote the jth elements of �
m(�) and ��(�);

respectively, and � j(�(�); �) is de�ned in (30.15). Note that

�!
A �
Un;�U = egn(��n(�); �n(�)) and A�U1;�U = eg(G(�); 0k(�)); where
�nj(�) := ��1n bdnj(�); �n(�) = (�n1(�); :::; �nk(�))0; (31.45)

and 0k(�) is the zero function on �:
We want to show that fegan(��an(�); �n(�))jfWnigi�n;n�1g !d eg(G(�); 0k(�)) a.s.[P5]; where

f��an(�)jfWnigi�n;n�1g ) G(�) a.s.[P5] by Assumption BC.3 and sup�2� jj�an(�)jj = o(1) a.s.[P5]

by (31.36). We use the extended CMT to establish this result. For notational simplicity, we employ

n; rather than an; in the proof of this result. The extended CMT requires showing: for any determin-

istic sequences f�n(�) 2 Dgn�1 and f�n(�) : �! Rkgn�1 and deterministic function �(�) 2 D0 such
that sup�2� jj�n(�)� �(�)jj ! 0 and sup�2� jj�n(�)jj ! 0; we have egn(�n(�); �n(�))! eg(�(�); 0k(�)):
(For notational simplicity, we abuse notation here and consider deterministic �n(�) and �n(�) that
di¤er from the random �n(�) in Assumption C.5 and �n(�) de�ned in (31.45).) Once we have shown
this, the proof is complete.

The proof of egn(�n(�); �n(�))! eg(�(�); 0k(�)) is an extension of the proof of gn(�n(�))! g(�(�))
in (30.17)�(30.23) in the proof of Theorem 29.2(a). We show

(i) lim inf
n!1

egn(�n(�); �n(�)) � g(�(�); 0k(�)) and

(ii) lim sup
n!1

egn(�n(�); �n(�)) � g(�(�); 0k(�)): (31.46)
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First, we establish (i) in (31.46). There exists a subsequence fcngn�1 of fngn�1 and a sequence
f(�cn ; ecn ; e�cn ; j

�
cn) 2 �

��cn
cn;�;Fcn

gn�1 such that

lim inf
n!1

egn(�n(�); �n(�)) = lim
n!1

egcn(�cn(�); �cn(�)) and
lim
n!1

egcn(�cn(�); �cn(�)) = lim
n!1

max
j�k

�
� j(�cn(�); �cn) + 1(j 6= j

�
cn)ecnj

+1(j = j
�
cn)'

y(�j�cn
(�cn) + e

�
cnj

�
cn

)
�
; (31.47)

where ecnj and e�cnj denote the jth elements of ecn and e�cn ; respectively. Also, there exists a

subsequence fqngn�1 of fcngn�1 and (�; e; e�; j
�
) 2 ��R2k[�1] � f1; :::; kg such that

d
�
(�qn ; eqn ; e

�
qn ; j

�
qn); (�; e; e

�; j
�
)
�
! 0; (31.48)

where d is de�ned in the paragraph before (29.1), by compactness of the metric space (��R2k
[�1]

�
f1; :::; kg; d) under Assumption A.0(i). We have (�; e; e�; j�) 2 ���min by the same argument as
used to show (e�; ee) 2 �� in (30.3) (but without the requirement that �F (e�n) = �infF 8n � 1) using
(31.48) and Assumption BC.4.

For all j � k;

lim
n!1

� j(�qn(�); �qn) = ��mj (�) +
1

2
emj(�)�

�
j (�) := � j(�(�); �) 2 R; (31.49)

where the �rst equality holds by �qn(�) ! �(�) = (�m(�)0; ��(�)0)0 uniformly over � 2 � (by

assumption) and (31.48), the last equality holds by the de�nition of � j(�(�); �) in (30.15), and
�2R�holds because �mj (�) and ��j (�) are �nite since �(�) is assumed to be in D and emj(�) is �nite

by Assumption C.4.

In addition, we have, for all j � k;

1(j 6= j
�
qn)eqnj ! 1(j 6= j

�
)ej and

1(j = j
�
qn)'

y(�qnj�qn
(�qn) + e

�
qnj

�
qn

)! 1(j = j
�
)'y(e�

j
�); (31.50)

where the �rst line holds by (31.48) and the second line holds by (31.48), sup�2� jj�qn(�)jj ! 0;

and the continuity of 'y on R[+1] under d; which is property (ii) of 'y stated following (31.7), and

the fact that d('y(�j�qn
(�qn) + e�

qnj
�
qn

); 'y(e�
j
�)) ! 0 implies that 'y(�j�qn

(�qn) + e�
qnj

�
qn

) ! 'y(e�
j
�)

(as a sequence of numbers in R[+1]) even if 'y(e�j�) = +1:
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Now, we have

lim inf
n!1

egn(�n(�); �n(�))
= lim

n!1
max
j�k

�
� j(�qn(�); �qn) + 1(j 6= j

�
qn)eqnj + 1(j = j

�
qn)'

y(�j�qn
(�qn) + e

�
qnj

�
qn

)
�

= max
j�k

�
� j(�(�); �) + 1(j 6= j

�
)ej + 1(j = j

�
)'y(e�

j
�)
�

� inf
(�;e;e�;j�)2���min

max
j�k

�
� j(�(�); �) + 1(j 6= j�)ej + 1(j = j�)'y(e�j�)

�
:= eg(�(�); 0k(�)); (31.51)

where the �rst equality holds by (31.47) and the fact that fqngn�1 is a subsequence of fcngn�1; the
second equality holds by (31.49) (using the notational convention that � + c = c when � 2 R and

c = �1 if ej = �1 for any j � k) and (31.50), the inequality holds because (�; e; e�; j�) 2 ���min
by the paragraph containing (31.48), and the last equality holds by the de�nition of eg(�(�); �(�)) in
(31.44) with �(�) = 0k(�): This establishes result (i) in (31.46).

Next, we establish result (ii) in (31.46). There exists (�y; ey; ey�; jy�) 2 ���min such that

eg(�(�); 0k(�)) = max
j�k

�
� j(�(�); �y) + 1(j 6= jy�)eyj + 1(j = jy�)'y(ey�

jy�
)
�

(31.52)

because ���min is compact under the metric d de�ned in the paragraph before (29.1) with a� =

d� + 2k + 1 (since it is assumed to be an element of S(� � R2k[�1] � f1; :::; kg)) and � j(�(�); �) +
1(j 6= j�)ej + 1(j = j�)'y(e�j�) is a continuous function of (�; e; e

�; j�) under d that takes val-

ues in the extended real line, using property (ii) of 'y stated following (31.7). By Assumption

BC.4, ���nn;�;Fn
!H ���min: Hence, there is a sequence f(�yn; e

y
n; e

y�
n ; j

y�
n ) 2 ���nn;�;Fn

gn�1 such that
d((�yn; e

y
n; e

y�
n ; j

y�
n ); (�

y; ey; ey�; jy�))! 0: We obtain

lim sup
n!1

egn(�n(�); �n(�))
:= lim sup

n!1
inf

(�;e;e�;j�)2���nn;�;Fn

max
j�k

�
� j(�n(�); �) + 1(j 6= j�)ej + 1(j = j�)'y(�nj�(�) + e

�
j�)
�

� lim sup
n!1

max
j�k

�
� j(�n(�); �yn) + 1(j 6= jy�n )e

y
nj + 1(j = jy�n )'

y(�
njy�n

(�) + ey�
jy�n
)
�

= max
j�k

�
� j(�(�); �y) + 1(j 6= jy�)eyj + 1(j = jy�)'y(ey�

jy�
)
�

= eg(�(�); 0k(�)); (31.53)

where the inequality holds because (�yn; e
y
n; e

y�
n ; j

y�
n ) 2 ���nn;�;Fn

8n � 1; the second equality holds

using d((�yn; e
y
n; e

y�
n ; j

y�
n ); (�

y; ey; ey�; jy�)) ! 0; (31.49) with (�n(�); �yn) and (�(�); �y) in place of
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(�qn(�); �qn) and (�(�); �); respectively, and (31.50) with (�yn; e
y
nj ; e

y�
nj ; j

y�
n ) and (�y; e

y
j ; e

y�
j ; j

y�) in

place of (�qnj ; eqnj ; e
�
qnj
; j
�
qn) and (�j ; ej ; e

�
j ; j

�
); respectively, and the last equality holds by (31.52).

This establishes result (ii) in (31.46) and completes the proof of part (a).

The proof of part (b) is similar to that of part (a). But it is simpler because A�Ln;�L is simpler

than A�Un;�U : We have

A�Ln;�L := inf
�2��Lnmin (Fn)

max
j�k

�
�b��nj(�)� 'y(��e1nj(�))� = �!A �

Ln;�L + op(1)

conditional on fWnigi�n;n�1 a.s.[P5]; where
�!
A �
Ln;�L := inf

(�;e�)2���Lnn;Fn;L

max
j�k

�
��m��nj (�)� 'y(��nj(�)� e�j )

�
; (31.54)

e = (e1; :::; ek)
0; �m��nj (�) is de�ned in (31.37), the �rst equality holds by the de�nition in (31.12), and

the second equality holds by (31.38), the de�nition of ���Lnn;Fn;L
in (31.11), (31.30), and the de�nition

of �n(�) in (31.45). Given (31.54), to prove part (b), it su¢ ces to show: for the subsequence

fangn�1 de�ned just above (31.36), f
�!
A �
Lan;�L

jfWnigi�n;n�1g !d A
�
L1;�L a.s.[P5]: The proof of

this is analogous to the proof of (31.43), but with ���Lnn;Fn;L
and ��L in place of �

��n
n;�;Fn

and ���min;

respectively, and with �'y(��nj(�) � e�j ) in place of 1(j 6= j�)ej + 1(j = j�)'y(�nj(�) + e�j ): The

proof goes through using Assumption BC.6 in place of Assumption BC.4, which completes the

proof of part (b). �

31.6 Proof of Lemma 31.2

Proof of Lemma 31.2. First, we prove part (a). By de�nition, see (31.8) and (4.12) with b

deleted, we have

A�Un;�U := inf
�2��nmin(Fn)

max
j�k

�
�b��nj(�) + 1(j 6= jne(�))enj(�) + 1(j = jne(�))'

y(�e1nj(�))
�
and

A�n;�U := inf
�2b�min;n min

j12 bJne(�)maxj�k

�
�b��nj(�) + 1(j 6= j1)benj(�) + 1(j = j1)'(�

e
nj(�))

�
:

(31.55)

The bootstrap random variables A�Un;�U and A
�
n;�U di¤er in four ways. Speci�cally, A

�
Un;�U versus

(vs.) A�n;�U are de�ned with (i) inf�2��nmin(Fn) vs. inf�2b�min;n ; (ii) 'y(�e1nj(�)) vs. '(�enj(�)); (iii)
enj(�) vs. benj(�); and (iv) j = jne(�) or j 6= jne(�) vs. minj12 bJne(�) with j = j1 or j 6= j1:

By Assumption BC.5, for any bootstrap random function K�
n(�);

P5

 
inf

�2��nmin(Fn)
K�
n(�) � inf

�2b�min;nK
�
n(�)

����� fWnigi�n;n�1

!
= 1 wp! 1 under P5: (31.56)
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By the de�nitions of �e1nj(�) in (31.6) and �
e
nj(�) in (4.11) and bsdnj(�) � 1 (by construction; see

(31.1)), we have j�e1nj(�)j � j�enj(�)j and �e1nj(�) and �enj(�) have the same sign for all sample and
bootstrap realizations. For any � 2 �; for all sample and bootstrap realizations with �enj(�) � 0;
we have

'(�enj(�)) � 'y(�enj(�)) � 'y(�e1nj(�)); (31.57)

where the �rst inequality holds by property (i) of 'y stated following (31.7) and the second inequality

holds by property (ii) of 'y stated following (31.7) and �enj(�) � �e1nj(�): Next, for all sample and

bootstrap realizations with �enj(�) < 0; we have �
e
1nj(�) < 0 and this implies that

'(�enj(�)) � 'y(�enj(�)) = 0 = 'y(�e1nj(�)); (31.58)

where the �rst inequality holds by property (i) of 'y; the �rst equality holds by property (iii) of

'y and �enj(�) < 0; and the second equality holds by property (iii) of 'y and �e1nj(�) < 0: Hence,

'(�enj(�)) � 'y(�e1nj(�)) for all sample and bootstrap realizations, for all � 2 �:
Next, we have

benj(�) := n1=2
�b�nj(�)� b�infn �� bsdnj(�)�n = bdnj(�) + enj(�)� bsdnj(�)�n; and so,

sup
�2�

(benj(�)� enj(�)) � sup
�2�

�bdnj(�)� �n�!p �1 8j � k; (31.59)

where the inequality on the second line holds for all bootstrap realizations because bdnj(�) (de�ned
in (31.30)) does not depend on any bootstrap quantities, the �rst equality on the �rst line holds

by de�nition, see (4.9), the second equality holds by (31.30), and the second line follows from the

�rst line, the last line of (31.30), bsdnj(�) � 1 by de�nition, and �n ! 1 (by Assumption A.6(i)).

Equation (31.59) implies that

sup
�2�

(benj(�)� enj(�)) � 0 8j � k; for all bootstrap realizations, wp! 1 under P5: (31.60)

De�ne

A
�
Un;�U := inf

�2��nmin(Fn)
min

j12 bJne(�)maxj�k

�
�b��nj(�) + 1(j 6= j1)enj(�) + 1(j = j1)'

y(�e1nj(�))
�
: (31.61)

Combining (31.56)�(31.60) and (31.61) gives

P5(A
�
Un;�U � A�n;�U jfWnigi�n;n�1) = 1 wp! 1 under P5: (31.62)
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Next, we show that

P5(jne(�) 2 bJne(�) 8� 2 �jfWnigi�n;n�1) = 1 wp! 1 under P5; (31.63)

where jne(�) := argmaxj�k enj(�) is de�ned in (31.3) and bJne(�) := fj 2 f1; :::; kg : b�nj(�) �b�n(�) � bsdnj(�)n�1=2�ng is de�ned in (4.10). We have jne(�) 2 bJne(�) i¤ b�njne(�)(�) � b�n(�) �bsdnj(�)n�1=2�n if n1=2(b�njne(�)(�) � b�infn ) � n1=2(b�n(�) � b�infn ) � ��n because bsdnj(�) � 1 by

de�nition. By (31.30), n1=2(b�nj(�) � b�infn ) = enj(�) + O�p (1) 8j � k (since b�nj(�) = �bmnj(�) by

(4.2)). Hence, n1=2(maxj�k b�nj(�)� b�infn ) = maxj�k enj(�)+O�p (1): Taking j = jne(�); these results

combine to give n1=2(b�njne(�)(�)� b�infn )�n1=2(b�n(�)� b�infn ) = enjne(�)(�)�maxj�k enj(�)+O�p (1) =
O�p (1) using the de�nition of jne(�); where the O

�
p (1) term does not depend on any bootstrap

quantities. Since O�p (1) � ��n holds wp!1 using Assumption A.6(i) (i.e., �n ! 1); (31.63) is
proved.

For a suitably de�ned random function w(j1; �) on f1; :::; kg � �; A�Un;�U and A
�
Un;�U can

be written as inf�2��nmin(Fn)w(jne(�); �) and inf�2�
�n
min(Fn)

min
j12 bJne(�)w(j1; �); respectively. Since

w(jne(�); �) � minj12 bJne(�)w(j1; �) when jne(�) 2 bJne(�) and the latter event satis�es (31.63), we
obtain

P5(A
�
Un;�U � A

�
Un;�U jfWnigi�n;n�1) = 1 wp! 1 under P5: (31.64)

This and (31.62) establish the result of part (a) of the lemma. Note that Assumptions A.6(ii) and

BC.4 are imposed in the lemma because Assumption BC.5 is imposed and it relies on Assumptions

A.6(ii) and BC.4.

Next, we prove part (b) of the lemma. By de�nition, see (31.12) and (4.14),

A�Ln;�L := inf
�2��Lnmin (Fn)

max
j�k

�
�b��nj(�)� 'y(��e1nj(�))� and

A�n;�L := inf
�2b�min;L;nmaxj�k

�
�b��nj(�)� '(��enj(�))� : (31.65)

By an analogous argument to that used to obtain (31.57) and (31.58), we get

'(��enj(�)) � 'y(��e1nj(�)) (31.66)

for all j � k; for all sample and bootstrap realizations, and for all � 2 �: By Assumption BC.7, for
any bootstrap random function K�

n(�);

P5

 
inf

�2��Lnmin (Fn)
K�
n(�) � inf

�2b�min;L;nK
�
n(�)

����� fWnigi�n;n�1

!
= 1 wp! 1 under P5: (31.67)
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Combining (31.65), (31.66), and (31.67) with K�
n(�) = maxj�k(�b��nj(�) � 'y(��e1nj(�))) gives

the result of part (b) of the lemma. �

31.7 Proof of Lemma 31.3

The proof of Lemma 31.3 uses the following lemma, which is based on Lemma S.3.7 in the

Supplemental Material to BCS17. Let R[�1] := R [ f�1g:

Lemma 31.6 Suppose Assumptions A.0, A.7, A.8, BC.6, and C.12 hold. Then, for any (��; e�) 2
��L; there exists (�

�; e) 2 �� such that ej � �'y(�e�j ) for all j � k:

Proof of Lemma 31.3. Part (a) of the lemma requires that A1;�min; A1;�; and A�U1;�U are

well-de�ned. Part (b) requires that A1;� and A�L1;�L are well-de�ned. Each part of Lemma 31.3

imposes the assumptions such that these quantities are well de�ned.

First, we prove part (a). We can writeA�U1;�U = inf(�;e;e�;j�)2���min
KU (�; e; e

�; j�) andA1;�min)

= inf(�;e)2��min
K(�; e) for random functions KU (�) and K(�) de�ned in (31.69) below. To show

A�U1;�U � A1;�min; it su¢ ces to show that for any (�; e) 2 ��min there exists (�; e; e�; j�) 2 ���min
for which KU (�; e; e

�; j�) � K(�; e) for all sample realizations.

To this end, we claim: Given any (�; e) 2 ��min; there exists an element (�; e; e�; j�) 2 ���min:
This claim is proved as follows. By Assumption C.13, given any (�; e) 2 ��min; there exists

a sequence f(�n; en) 2 ��nn;�;Fngn�1 such that d((�n; en); (�; e)) ! 0; where �n 2 ��nmin(Fn) for all
n � 1 by the de�nition of ��nn;�;Fn following (29.4) and �

�
min(F ) is non-empty by Assumption A.0.

Given f(�n; en)gn�1; consider the corresponding sequence f(�n; en; e�n; j�n) 2 �
��n
n;�;Fn

gn�1 for ���nn;�;Fn

de�ned in (31.5), where e�nj := ��1n enj ; j
�
n := argmaxj�k enj ; and j

�
n is the smallest argmax value

if the argmax is not unique. By Assumption BC.4, ���nn;�;Fn
!H �

�
�min for �

�
�min compact (under

d): In consequence, there exist a subsequence fungn�1 of fngn�1 and an element (�; e; e�; j�) of
���min for which

d((�un ; eun ; e
�
un ; j

�
un); (�; e; e

�; j�))! 0 and (�; e) = (�; e); (31.68)

where the equality holds because d((�n; en); (�; e))! 0; which completes the proof of the claim.

Given any (�; e) 2 ��min; take (�; e; e�; j�) 2 ���min as in the previous paragraph. Then, we
have

KU (�; e; e
�; j�) := max

j�k

�
�Gm�j (�) + 1(j 6= j�)ej + 1(j = j�)'y(e�j�)

�
� max

j�k

�
�Gm�j (�) + ej

�
:= K(�; e) (31.69)
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for all sample realizations, where Gm�j (�) is de�ned in (31.9) based on quantities de�ned in As-

sumptions C.4 and C.5, the �rst and last equalities hold by the de�nitions of A�U1;�U and A1;�min

and the inequality holds because, as we show below, 'y(e�j�) � ej� : As argued above, (31.69) implies

that A�U1;�U � A1;�min for all sample realizations, which we set out to prove.

Now, we show 'y(e�j�) � ej� : For notational simplicity, suppose (31.68) holds with n in place

of un: We have j�n ! j� by (31.68), and hence, j�n = j� for n large (because j�n 2 f1; :::; kg);
where j�n := jn(�n) by the de�nition of �

��n
n;�;Fn

in (31.5) for jn(�n) de�ned in (31.3). We have

enj ! ej and e�nj ! e�j by (31.68), where enj = enj(�n) and e�nj = ��1n enj by the de�nition of

�
��n
n;�;Fn

for enj(�) � 0 de�ned in (31.3). Hence, we have enj�n ! ej� and e�nj�n ! e�j� ; where

e�nj�n = ��1n enj�n = ��1n enjn(�n)(�n) � 0 for all n � 1 by (31.3). This and �n ! 1 (by Assumption

A.6(i)) imply that ej� � e�j� � 0: In addition, it implies that if 0 � ej� < 1; then e�j� = 0 (since
�n !1): Hence, we obtain: if 0 � ej� <1; then 'y(e�j�) = 0 � ej� because 'y(0) = 0 by property

(iii) of 'y stated following (31.7). On the other hand, if ej� = 1; then 'y(e�j�) � 1 = e�j� by the

de�nition of 'y in (31.7), which completes the proof of part (a) of the lemma.

Next, we prove part (b) of the lemma. By Lemma 31.6(a), for any (��; e�) 2 ��L; there exists
(��; e) 2 �� such that ej � �'y(�e�j ) for all j � k: In consequence, we have

inf
(�;e)2��

max
j�k

�
�Gm�j (�) + ej

�
� max

j�k

�
�Gm�j (��) + ej

�
� max

j�k

�
�Gm�j (��)� 'y(�e�j )

�
; (31.70)

where the �rst inequality holds because (��; e) 2 �� and the second inequality holds by Lemma

31.6(a). Deleting the middle expression in (31.70) and taking the in�mum over (��; e�) 2 ��L on
the rhs of (31.70) gives

A1;� := inf
(�;e)2��

max
j�k

�
�Gm�j (�) + ej

�
� inf
(��;e�)2��L

max
j�k

�
�Gm�j (��)� 'y(�e�j )

�
=: A�L1;�L;

(31.71)

where the two equalities hold by the de�nitions in (29.5) and (31.13). This completes the proof of

part (b). �

Proof of Lemma 31.6. For any (��; e�) 2 ��L; there exist a subsequence fangn�1 of fpngn�1 and
a sequence f(��an ; e�an) 2 �

��Ln
n;Fn;L

gn�1 for which ��an 2 �
�Lan
min (Fan) (where �

�Lan
min (Fan) is non-empty

by Assumption A.0), e�anj = ��1an a
1=2
n (�Fanj(�

�
an) � �infFan ); lim �

�
an = ��; and lim e�anj = e�j for all

j � k using Assumption BC.6 and the de�nition of ���Lnn;Fn;L
in (31.11).

For notational simplicity, in the remainder of the proof of part (a) we employ n in place of an

for n � 1 and assume the assumptions hold for fngn�1; rather than fpngn�1: Thus, the sequence
f(��n; e�n)gn�1 satis�es ��n 2 �

�Ln
min(Fn); e

�
nj = ��1n n1=2(�Fnj(�

�
n)��infFn); lim �

�
n = ��; and lim e�nj = e�j
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for j � k:

De�ne

�vecF (�) = (�F1(�)��infF ; :::;�Fk(�)��infF )0: (31.72)

Note that �vecF (�) is the vector of di¤erences �Fj(�)��infF for j � k; not the vector of �Fj(�) for

j � k: For � 2 �min(F ); maxj�k�Fj(�) =: �F (�) = �infF by the de�nition of �min(F ); see (29.4),

and so, �vecF (�) � 0k element by element.
Note that for (��n; e

�
n) speci�ed above, e

�
n = ��1n n1=2�vecFn (�

�
n)! e�:

By the de�nition of ��min(F ) following (29.4), �
�
n 2 �

�Ln
min(Fn) implies that �F (�

�
n) � �infFn �

�Ln=n
1=2 and so

minf�; inf
�2�min(Fn)

jj��n � �jjg � �Fn(��n)��infFn � �Ln=n
1=2 ! 0; (31.73)

where the �rst inequality holds by Assumption A.8(i) and the convergence holds by Assumption

BC.6. Hence, jj��n � e�njj = O(�Ln=n
1=2) for some sequence fe�n 2 �min(Fn)gn�1:

Let  2 (0; 1) be as in Assumption BC.6. By convexity of � and Assumption A.8(iii), element-
by-element mean value expansions give

��n n1=2�vecFn (�
�
n) = ��n n1=2�vecFn (

e�n) + @

@�0
�vecFn (�

0
n) � ��n n1=2(��n � e�n); (31.74)

where the jth row of @
@��

vec
Fn
(�0n) (:= �fMFn(�

0
n) by Assumption A.8(iii)) is evaluated at some

�0nj 2 � that is on the line segment between ��n and e�n and �vecFn (�) (:= �EFn em(W; �) � �infFn) is
partially di¤erentiable by Assumption A.8(iii).

De�ne

�yn := (1� ��n )e�n + ��n ��n; or equivalently, �
y
n � e�n := ��n (��n � e�n); (31.75)

where �yn 2 � for n large by convexity of � (Assumption A.8(ii)) and �
�
n ! 0 (Assumption A.7(i)).

By jj��n � e�njj = O(�Ln=n
1=2) above, we have ��n � e�n ! 0k; n

1=2(�yn � e�n) = ��n n1=2(��n � e�n) =
O(�Ln=�


n)! 0k; where the convergence holds by Assumption BC.6, and �0nj � e�n ! 0k for j � k:

Equation (31.74) can be written as

@

@�
�vecF (�0n) � n1=2(�yn � e�n) = ��n n1=2�vecF (��n)� ��n n1=2�vecF (e�n) (31.76)

using the second equality in (31.75).
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Applying element-by-element mean value expansions again yields

n1=2�vecFn (�
y
n) = n1=2�vecFn (

e�n) + @

@�0
�vecFn (�

00
n ) � n1=2(�yn � e�n)

= n1=2�vecFn (
e�n) + @

@�0
�vecFn (�

0
n) � n1=2(�yn � e�n) + "1n;

= n1=2�vecFn (
e�n) + ��n n1=2�vecF (��n)� ��n n1=2�vecF (e�n) + "1n;

= ��n n1=2�vecF (��n) + "1n + "2n; where

"1n :=

�
@

@�0
�vecFn (�

00
n )�

@

@�0
�vecFn (�

0
n)

�
� n1=2(�yn � e�n)! 0k;

"2n := (1� ��n )n1=2�vecFn (
e�n) � 0k; (31.77)

the jth row of @
@�0
�vecFn (�

00
n ) is evaluated at some �

00
nj 2 � that is on the line segment between �yn

and e�n and satis�es jj�00nj � e�njj � jj�ynj � e�njj ! 0 for j � k; the third equality uses (31.76), the

convergence of "1n holds by the result above that n1=2(�yn�e�n)! 0k and Assumption A.8(iii), and

the inequality for "2n holds element by element for n large because 1���n ! 1 and �vecFn (
e�n) � 0k

using the result following (31.72) because e�n 2 �min(Fn):
Because (Rk[�1]; d) is compact, there exists a subsequence fungn�1 of fngn�1; for which

u
1=2
n �vecFun (�

y
un) and �

�
un u

1=2
n �vecFun (�

�
un) converge as n ! 1: This, (31.77), and the properties of

"1n and "2n give

limu1=2n �vecFun (�
y
un) � lim�

�
un u

1=2
n �vecFun (�

�
un) � 0k (31.78)

element by element, where the second inequality holds because �Fn(�
�
n) � �infFn � �Ln=n

1=2 by

(31.73), which implies that ��un u
1=2
n �vecFun (�

�
un) � (��un �Lun)1k ! 0k element by element using

�Ln=�

n ! 0 by Assumption BC.6.

We have �yn ! ��; because ��n ! �� by the second paragraph of the proof, jj��n � e�njj =
O(�Ln=n

1=2) = o(1) by results following (31.73), and �yn � e�n ! 0k by results following (31.75).

De�ne eyn := n1=2�vecFn (�
y
n):We have (�

y
n; e

y
n) 2 �n;�;Fn ; �yn ! ��; and eyun ! e := limu

1=2
n �vecFun (�

y
un)

(� 0k) by (31.78), and so, (��; e) 2 �� using �n;�;Fn !H �� by Assumption C.12.

We have (��; e�) 2 ��L by assumption, see the �rst paragraph of the proof, and e�n =

��1n n1=2�vecFn (�
�
n) ! e� by the result in the paragraph following (31.72). The second inequality in

(31.78) can be written as lim�1�un e�un � 0k; where �
1�
un !1: This implies that e� = lim e�un � 0k:

It remains to show that ej � �'y(�e�j ) for j � k: Suppose e�j < 0: Then,

ej := limu
1=2
n (�Funj(�

y
un)��

inf
Fun
) � lim��un u

1=2
n (�Funj(�

�
un)��

inf
Fun
) = lim�1�un e�unj = �1;

(31.79)
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where the inequality holds by the �rst inequality in (31.78) and the last equality holds because

e�unj ! e�j < 0 and �
1�
un !1: Hence, �1 = ej � �'y(�e�j ): Alternatively, suppose e�j = 0: Then,

ej � 0 = �'y(�e�j ); where the inequality holds by (31.78) since its left-hand side vector equals e
and the equality holds by 'y(0) = 0 by property (iii) of 'y stated following (31.7). This completes

the proof. �

31.8 Proof of Lemma 31.5

Proof of Lemma 31.5. First, we prove part (a). We have

PFn(b�min;n � ��nmin(Fn)) � PFn

 
sup

�2��nmin(Fn)
n1=2(b�n(�)� b�infn )� � �n

!
(31.80)

by the de�nition of b�min;n in (4.7).
Next, we have

sup
�2��nmin(Fn)

n1=2(b�n(�)� b�infn )
= sup

�2��nmin(Fn)
max
j�k

�
n1=2(b�nj(�)��Fnj(�)) + n1=2(�Fnj(�)��infFn) + n1=2(�infFn � b�infn )�

� sup
�2��nmin(Fn)

max
j�k

n1=2jb�nj(�)��Fnj(�)j+ �n +Op(1); (31.81)

where the inequality holds by the de�nition of ��nmin(Fn) and Theorem 29.2(a) and (b) (which

requires Assumptions A.0, C.4, C.5, and C.12).

By (30.6), (30.11), and (30.12), for all � 2 � and j � k;

n1=2
�b�nj(�)��Fnj(�)� = �Fj(�)b�nj(�) bK1nj(�; Fn) +

�Fj(�)b�nj(�) bK2nj(�; Fn)

= ��mnj(�) +
1

2
emj(�) � ��nj(�) + o�p (1): (31.82)

This and Assumptions C.4 and C.5 imply that

sup
�2��nmin(Fn)

max
j�k

n1=2jb�nj(�)��Fnj(�)j = Op(1): (31.83)

Equations (31.81) and (31.83) combine to give

sup
�2��nmin(Fn)

n1=2(b�n(�)� b�infn ) � Op(1) + �n: (31.84)
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It follows that

PFn

 
sup

�2��nmin(Fn)
n1=2(b�n(�)� b�infn ) � �n

!
� PFn(Op(1) + �n � �n)

= PFn(Op(1=�n) + �n=�n � 1)

! 1; (31.85)

where the convergence holds because �n ! 1 and �n=�n ! 0: Combining this with (31.80)

establishes part (a).

Next, we prove part (b). We have

PFn(�
�Ln
min(Fn) � b�min;L;n) � PFn

 
sup

�2b�min;n n
1=2(�Fn(�)��infFn)� � �Ln

!
(31.86)

by the de�nition of ��Lnmin(Fn) following (29.4). Next, we have

sup
�2b�min;L;n n

1=2(�Fn(�)��infFn)

= sup
�2b�min;L;nmaxj�k

�
n1=2(�Fnj(�)� b�nj(�)) + n1=2(b�nj(�)� b�infn ) + n1=2(b�infn ��infFn)

�
� sup

�2b�min;L;nmaxj�k
n1=2jb�nj(�)��Fnj(�)j+ �Ln +Op(1); (31.87)

where the inequality holds by the de�nition of b�min;L;n (given just below (4.14)) and Theorem

29.2(a) and (b) (which uses Assumptions A.0, C.4, C.5, and C.12). Equation (31.82) and Assump-

tions C.4 and C.5 give

sup
�2b�min;L;nmaxj�k

n1=2jb�nj(�)��Fnj(�)j = Op(1): (31.88)

In consequence,

PFn

 
sup

�2b�min;L;n n
1=2(�Fn(�)��infFn)� � �Ln

!
� PFn(Op(1) + �Ln � �Ln)

= PFn(Op(1=�Ln) + �Ln=�Ln � 1)

! 1; (31.89)
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where the convergence holds because �Ln ! 1 and �Ln=�Ln ! 0: Combining this with (31.86)

establishes part (b). �

32 Proof of Theorem 7.2

32.1 Lemmas 32.1�32.4

We introduce the following lower bound on A�n;�U :

A�Ln;�U := inf
�2�

min
j�k

�
�b��nj(�)� : (32.1)

Let bcLn;�U (1� �) be the � conditional quantile of A�Ln;�U given fWigi�n for � 2 (0; 1):
We introduce the following upper bound on A�n;�L:

A�Un;�L := sup
�2�

min
j�k

�
�b��nj(�)� : (32.2)

Let bcUn;�L(1� �) be the � conditional quantile of A�Un;�L given fWigi�n for � 2 (0; 1):
By Lemma 28.1, Assumption CS holds i¤ there exists a sequence f�CSn 2 �CSI (Fn)gn�1 for

which n1=2EFn emj(W; �
CS
n )!1 8j � k: Let

 n := min
j�k

n1=2EFn emj(W; �
CS
n );

�n := n1=2�infFn := n1=2 inf
�2�

max
j�k

(�EF emj(W; �)); and

b�nj(�) := n1=2 (bmnj(�)� EFn emj(W; �)) : (32.3)

Under Assumption CS, f ngn�1 exists and satis�es  n !1: Under Assumption MM, �n !1:
The following lemmas are used in the proof of Theorem 7.2.

Lemma 32.1 For sequences fFngn�1 that satisfy Assumptions C.4, C.5, and CS for a subsequence
fpngn�1 in place of fngn�1; lim infn!1 PFpn (

b�infpn < � 1=2pn =p1=2n ) = 1:

Lemma 32.2 For sequences fFngn�1 that satisfy Assumption BC.3 for a subsequence fpngn�1 in
place of fngn�1; (a) bcpn;�U (1��) � bcLpn;�U (1��) for all sample realizations and (b) bcLpn;�U (1�
�) = Op(1):

Lemma 32.3 For sequences fFngn�1 that satisfy Assumptions C.4, C.5, and MM for a subsequence

fpngn�1 in place of fngn�1; lim infn!1 PFpn (
b�infpn > �

1=2
pn =p

1=2
n ) = 1:
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Lemma 32.4 For sequences fFngn�1 that satisfy Assumption BC.3 for a subsequence fpngn�1 in
place of fngn�1; (a) bcpn;�L(1 � �) � bcUpn;�L(1 � �) for all sample realizations and

(b) bcUpn;�L(1� �) = Op(1):

32.2 Proof of Theorem 7.2

Proof of Theorem 7.2. First we prove part (a). There always exists a subsequence fqngn�1 of
fngn�1 such that

lim inf
n!1

PFn

�b�n;�U (�) < 0� = lim
n!1

PFqn

�b�qn;�U (�) < 0� : (32.4)

It su¢ ces to show that the rhs of (32.4) equals one with fqngn�1 replaced by some subsequence
fpngn�1 of fqngn�1 (because the limit under the subsequence fpngn�1 is the same as the limit
under fqngn�1):

For notational simplicity, we show that the rhs of (32.4) equals one with pn = n: We have

lim inf
n!1

PFn

�b�n;�U (�) < 0�
:= lim inf

n!1
PFn

�b�infn < �bcn;�U (1� �)=n1=2�
� lim inf

n!1
PFn

�b�infn < � 1=2n =n1=2 & �  1=2n =n1=2 � �bcn;�U (1� �)=n1=2�
� lim inf

n!1
PFn

�b�infn < � 1=2n =n1=2 & �  1=2n � �bcLn;�U (1� �)�
= lim inf

n!1
PFn

�b�infn < � 1=2n =n1=2
�

= 1; (32.5)

where the �rst equality holds by the de�nition of b�n;�U (�) in (4.3), the �rst inequality is straight-
forward, the second inequality holds by Lemma 32.2(a), the second equality holds because � 1=2n !
�1 using Assumption CS and bcLn;�U (1 � �) = Op(1) by Lemma 32.2(b), and the last equality

holds by Lemma 32.1.

It remains to verify that the assumptions used in Lemmas 32.1 and 32.2, namely, Assumptions

BC.3, C.4, and C.5 hold for a subsequence fpngn�1 (of fqngn�1) in place of fngn�1 (because
Assumption CS, which is imposed in Lemmas 32.1 and 32.2, is also imposed in the present theorem).

Such a subsequence fpngn�1 exists by the proof of Theorem 7.1(a) (because Assumptions A.0�A.6

of Theorem 7.1(a) are also imposed by the present theorem. This completes the proof of part (a).

The proof of part (b) is analogous to that of part (a) with the inequalities inside the probabilities

in (32.5) reversed, with �1=2n in place of � 1=2n in (32.5), and using Lemmas 32.3 and 32.4 in place
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of Lemmas 32.1 and 32.2. �

32.3 Proofs of Lemmas 32.1�32.4

Proof of Lemma 32.1. For notational simplicity, we prove the result for pn = n: By Lemma 28.1,

under Assumption CS, there exists a sequence f�CSn 2 �CSI (Fn)gn�1 for which n1=2EFn emj(W; �
CS
n )!

1 8j � k: For b�nj(�) de�ned in (32.3), b�nj(�) = O�p (1) by (31.29), using Assumptions C.4 and

C.5. Hence, b�n(�CSn ) = Op(1):

For f�CSn gn�1 as above, we have

nb�infn < � 1=2n =n1=2
o
=

�
inf
�2�

max
j�k

(�bmnj(�)) < � 1=2n =n1=2
�

�
�
max
j�k

(�bmnj(�
CS
n )) < � 1=2n =n1=2

�
=
nbmnj(�

CS
n ) >  1=2n =n1=2 8j � k

o
=
n
n1=2EFnmj(W; �

CS
n ) + b�nj(�CSn ) >  1=2n 8j � k

o
=
n
 1=2n +Op(1) > 0

o
; (32.6)

where the �rst equality holds by the de�nition of b�infn ; the third equality holds by the de�nition ofb�nj(�) in (32.3), and the last equality uses b�n(�CSn ) = Op(1) and the de�nition of  n in (32.3).

We have PFn( 
1=2
n +Op(1) > 0)! 1 because  n !1 by de�nition and Assumption CS. This

and (32.6) establish the result of the lemma. �

Proof of Lemma 32.2. For notational simplicity, we prove the result for pn = n: The bootstrap

statistic A�n;�U is de�ned in (4.12) (with b deleted) to be

A�n;�U := inf
�2b�min;n min

j12 bJne(�)maxj�k

�
�b��nj(�) + 1(j 6= j1)benj(�) + 1(j = j1)'(�

e
nj(�))

�
: (32.7)

Using this and A�Ln;�U = inf�2�minj1�k
�
�b��nj1(�)� (as de�ned in (32.1) with j1 in place of j), we

obtain

A�Ln;�U � A�n;�U for all bootstrap and sample realizations (32.8)

by replacingmaxj�k in the de�nition ofA�n;�U by j = j1;minj12 bJne(�) byminj1�k; 1(j = j1)'(�
e
nj(�))

by 0 (using '(�) � 0 8� 2 R) and inf
�2b�min;n by inf�2� :

By de�nition, bcn;�U (1��) and bcLn;�U (1��) are the 1�� quantiles of �A�n;�U and �A�Ln;�U ;
respectively. This and (32.8) give bcn;�U (1 � �) � bcLn;�U (1 � �) for all sample realizations (of

fWnigi�n;n�1); which establishes part (a) of the lemma.
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By (31.37), (31.38), the de�nition of Gm�j (�) in (31.9), Assumption BC.3, and the continuous

mapping theorem,

A�Ln;�U !d AL1;�U := inf
�2�

min
j�k

�
�Gm�j (�)

�
conditional on fWnigi�n;n�1 a.s.[P5]; (32.9)

where AL1;�U 2 R a.s. In consequence, bcLn;�U (1��) = O(1) conditional on fWnigi�n;n�1 a.s.[P5]:
In turn, this implies that bcLn;�U (1 � �) = Op(1) by an analogous argument to that used to show

that a.s. convergence implies convergence in probability, which establishes part (b) of the lemma.

�

Proof of Lemma 32.3. For notational simplicity, we prove the results with pn = n: We have

nb�infn > �1=2n =n1=2
o
=

�
inf
�2�

max
j�k

(�bmnj(�)) > �1=2n =n1=2
�

=

�
inf
�2�

max
j�k

(�b�nj(�)� n1=2EFnmj(W; �)) > �1=2n

�
=

�
inf
�2�

max
j�k

(O�p (1)� n1=2EFnmj(W; �)) > �1=2n

�
=

�
inf
�2�

max
j�k

(�n1=2EFnmj(W; �)) +Op(1) > �1=2n

�
=
n
�n +Op(1) > �1=2n

o
; (32.10)

where the �rst equality holds by the de�nition of b�infn ; the second equality holds by the de�nition

of b�nj(�) in (32.3), the third equality holds because b�nj(�) = O�p (1) by (31.29) using Assumptions

C.4 and C.5, the fourth equality holds by standard calculations, and the last equality holds by the

de�nitions of �n in (32.3) and �
inf
Fn
in (4.1).

We have PFn(�n +Op(1) > �
1=2
n )! 1 because �n !1 by Assumption MM. This and (32.10)

establish the result of the lemma. �

Proof of Lemma 32.4. We have A�n;�L � A�Un;�L for all sample and bootstrap realizations

because A�n;�L := inf�2b�min;n maxj�k(�b��nj(�)�'(��enj(�)) � sup�2�maxj�k(�b��nj(�)) =: A�Un;�L;
where the inequality holds because '(�) � 0 for all � 2 R by the de�nition of ': In consequence,bcn;�L(1��) � bcUn;�L(1��) for all sample realizations by the de�nition of a quantile, which proves
part (a).

The proof of part (b) is the same as that of Lemma 32.2(b) but with sup�2� in place of inf�2�;

given the di¤erence in the de�nitions of A�Ln;�U in (32.1) and A
�
Un;�L in (32.2). �
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33 Proof of Corollary 7.3

Proof of Corollary 7.3. Part (a) holds by Theorem 7.1(a) by the following calculations:

lim sup
n!1

sup
F2P:�infF >0

PF

�
n1=2 b�infn < �bcn;�U (1� �)�

= 1� lim inf
n!1

inf
F2P:�infF >0

PF

�
n1=2 b�infn � �bcn;�U (1� �)�

� 1� lim inf
n!1

inf
F2P:�infF >0

PF

�
n1=2

�b�infn ��infF
�
� �bcn;�U (1� �)�

� 1� lim inf
n!1

inf
F2P

PF

�
�infF 2 CIn;�U (�)

�
� �; (33.1)

where the �rst inequality holds because the in�mum is over �infF � 0; the second inequality holds
because fF 2 P : �infF > 0g � P and uses the de�nition of CIn;�U (�) in (4.3), and the last

inequality holds by Theorem 7.1(a).

Part (b) holds by Theorem 7.2(a) because

lim inf
n!1

PFn

�
n1=2 b�infn < �bcn;�U (1� �)� = lim inf

n!1
PFn

�b�n;�U (�) < 0� (33.2)

by the de�nition of b�n;�U (�) in (4.3). �
34 Behavior of b�n;�U(�) under Assumption MM

The CI CIn;�U (�) equals (�1; b�n;�U (�)]: Its upper-bound b�n;�U (�) is used in the construc-
tion of the SPUR2 test and CS. The following result concerns the behavior of b�n;�U (�) under
Assumption MM.

Theorem 34.1 Suppose Assumptions A.0�A.6 hold. For sequences fFngn�1 that satisfy Assump-
tion MM, lim infn!1 PFn(b�n;�U (�) > 0) = 1:
Comment. Theorem 34.1 is used in Section 7.2 to show that the level � adaptive SPUR2 test

typically has the same power properties as the level �2 SPUR1 test when the model is misspeci�ed

and Assumption MM holds, where � = �1 + �2 and �1; �2 > 0; such as � = :05 and �2 = :045:

Proof of Theorem 34.1. There always exists a subsequence fqngn�1 of fngn�1 such that

lim inf
n!1

PFn

�b�n;�U (�) > 0� = lim
n!1

PFqn

�b�qn;�U (�) > 0� : (34.1)
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It su¢ ces to show that the rhs of (34.1) equals one with fqngn�1 replaced by some subsequence
fangn�1 of fqngn�1 (because the limit under the subsequence fangn�1 is the same as the limit
under fqngn�1):

First, we consider the same conditions as in Theorem 31.4(a), namely, that fFngn�1 is a sequence
that satis�es Assumptions A.0, A.6, BC.3�BC.5, C.4, C.5, C.12, and C.13 for a subsequence fpngn�1
in place of fngn�1: In this case, by the proof of Theorem 31.4(a), see the paragraph that contains

(31.15), we have bcpn;�U (1� �) � bcUpn;�U (1� �) + op(1); (34.2)

where bcUn;�U (1��) is de�ned following (31.8). In addition, there exists a subsequence fangn�1 of
fpngn�1 for which

bcUan;�U (1� �) � cU1 � 1 wp! 1 and cU1 � 1 > �1 (34.3)

by (31.19) with " = 1:

For notational simplicity, we show that the rhs of (34.1) equals one with an = n: We have

lim
n!1

PFn

�b�n;�U (�) > 0� := lim
n!1

PFn

�b�infn > �bcn;�U (1� �)=n1=2�
� lim

n!1
PFn

�b�infn > �1=2n =n1=2 & �1=2n =n1=2 � �bcn;�U (1� �)=n1=2�
� lim

n!1
PFn

�b�infn > �1=2n =n1=2 & �1=2n � �bcUn;�U (1� �) + op(1)�
= lim

n!1
PFn

�b�infn > �1=2n =n1=2
�

= 1; (34.4)

where �n is de�ned in (32.3), the �rst equality holds by the de�nition of b�n;�U (�) in (4.3), the
�rst inequality is straightforward, the second inequality holds by (34.2), the second equality holds

by �1=2n ! 1 by Assumption MM and (34.3), and the last equality holds by Lemma 32.3, which

uses Assumptions C.4, C.5, and MM.

It remains to verify that the assumptions used in Theorem 31.4(a) and Lemma 32.3, namely,

Assumptions BC.3�BC.5, C.4, C.5, C.12, and C.13, hold for a subsequence fpngn�1 (of fqngn�1) in
place of fngn�1 (because Assumptions A.0, A.6, and MM, which are imposed in Theorem 31.4(a),

are also imposed in the present theorem). Such a subsequence fpngn�1 exists by the proof of
Theorem 7.1(a) (because Assumptions A.0�A.5 of Theorem 7.1(a) are also imposed by the present

theorem. This completes the proof. �
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35 Assumptions

For ease of reference, we state all of the assumptions used in the paper and online Appendix C

here.

Assumption A.0. (i) � is compact and non-empty and (ii) EF emj(W; �) is upper semi-continuous

on � 8j � k; 8F 2 P:
Assumption A.1. The observations W1; :::;Wn are i.i.d. under F and femj(�; �) : W ! Rg and
fem2

j (�; �) :W ! Rg are measurable classes of functions indexed by � 2 � 8j � k; 8F 2 P:
Assumption A.2. For some a > 0; supF2P EF sup�2� jjem(W; �)jj4+a <1:
Assumption A.3. The empirical process �n(�) is asymptotically �F -equicontinuous on� uniformly
in F 2 P:
Assumption A.4. The covariance kernel 
F (�; �0) satis�es: for all F 2 P;

lim�!0 supjj(�1;�01)�(�2;�02)jj<� jj
F (�1; �
0
1)� 
F (�2; �02)jj = 0:

Assumption A.5. EF em(W; �) is equicontinuous on � over F 2 P: That is, lim�#0 supF2P
supjj���0jj<� jjEF em(W; �)� EF em(W; �0)jj = 0:
Assumption A.6. (i) �n !1: (ii) �n !1:
Assumption A.7. (i) �n !1; (ii) �n=n1=2 ! 0; (iii) �Ln � 0 8n � 1; and (iv) �Ln=�n ! 0:

Assumption A.8. (i) For all F 2 P and � 2 �; �F (�)��infF � cminf�; inf�2�min(F ) jj�� �jjg for
constants c; � > 0:

(ii) � is convex.

(iii) EF em(W; �) is di¤erentiable in � for all F 2 P and ffMF (�) := (@=@�
0)EF em(W; �) : F 2 Pg

is equicontinuous, i.e., lim�!0 supF2P sup(�;�):jj���jj�� jjfMF (�)� fMF (�)jj = 0:

The following assumptions apply to a drifting sequence of distributions fFngn�1:
Assumption C.4. sup�2� jjEFn em(W; �) � em(�)jj ! 0 for some nonrandom bounded continuous

Rk-valued function em(�) on �:
Assumption C.5. �n(�) := (�mn (�)0; ��n(�)0)0 ) G(�) := (Gm(�)0; G�(�)0)0 as n ! 1; where fG(�) :
� 2 �g is a mean zero R2k-valued Gaussian process with bounded continuous sample paths a.s.
and Gm(�); G�(�) 2 Rk:
Assumption C.11. 
Fn(�; �)!u 
1(�; �) for some continuous R2k�2k-valued function 
1(�; �) on
�2:

Assumption C.12. �n;�;Fn !H �� for some non-empty set �� 2 S(��Rk[�1]):
Assumption C.13. ��nn;�;Fn !H ��min for some non-empty set ��min 2 S(� � Rk[�1]); where

f�ngn�1 is a sequence of positive constants for which �n !1:

The following assumptions apply to a drifting sequence of distributions fFngn�1:
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Assumption BC.3. f��n(�)jfWnigi�n;n�1g ) G(�) a.s.[P5]; where G(�) is as in Assumption C.5.
Assumption BC.4. ���nn;�;Fn

!H �
�
�min for some non-empty set �

�
�min 2 S(��R2k[�1]�f1; :::; kg)

for some sequence of constants f�ngn�1 that satis�es �n ! 1 and �n=�n ! 0 for the constants

f�ngn�1 that appear in (b�w) and satisfy Assumption A.6(ii).
Assumption BC.5. b�min;n � �

�n
min(Fn) wp!1 for constants f�ngn�1 as in Assumptions BC.4

and C.13.

Assumption BC.6. ���Lnn;Fn;L
!H �

�
L for some non-empty set �

�
L 2 S(��Rk[�1]) for some sequence

of constants f�Lngn�1 that satis�es �Ln ! 1; �Ln=n1=2 ! 0; �Ln=�Ln ! 0; and �Ln=�

n ! 0 for

some  2 (0; 1) for the constants f(�n; �Ln)gn�1 that are employed in the de�nition of A�n;�L and
satisfy Assumption A.7.

Assumption BC.7. b�min;L;n � ��Lnmin(Fn) wp!1 for constants f�Lngn�1 as in Assumptions BC.6.

Assumption CS. The sequence fFngn�1 is such that n1=2�infFn ! �1:
Assumption CS.1. The sequence fFngn�1 is such that limn!1n1=2dH(�min(Fn);�I(Fn)) =1:
Assumption MM. The sequence fFngn�1 is such that n1=2�infFn !1:
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